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By transcranial magnetic stimula-
tion (TMS) the cortical and corti-
cospinal physiology and function 
can be studied noninvasively. In 
this thesis, navigated TMS (nTMS), 
that uses individual 3D magnetic 
resonance images of the subject´s 
brain, was applied in healthy 
volunteers and in epilepsy surgery 
patients. nTMS allows very precise 
targeting and repeating the stimuli 
to the individually optimal cortical 
area. The basis for future nTMS 
studies was established. nTMS was 
shown to be clinically useful in 
mapping of primary motor cortical 
areas in preoperative evaluation of 
epilepsy surgery candidates. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) can be used to assess corticospinal, cortico-
cortical and cortico-subcortical network physiology and function. In the motor system, 
TMS-induced cortical activation leads to peripheral muscle responses. Various motor 
functions can be characterized extensively by applying specific stimulation protocols. 
However, the clinical applications are limited by large variability and by uncertainty of 
whether the results reflect true pathophysiological changes or merely non-optimal 
stimulation and methodological variation. To overcome these issues, TMS has been 
optimized by neuronavigation. Navigated TMS (nTMS) refines traditional “blind” TMS by 
continuously visualizing the induced electric field within three-dimensional magnetic 
resonance images (MRI) of the subject’s brain. Hence, it is possible to provide repeatable 
stimuli to a certain location with control of coil orientation and tilting to any previous 
target both in the experimental session and repeated sessions even years later.  
 
The aim of this thesis was to establish the basis for studies of motor cortex functions with 
nTMS. First, navigated and traditional TMS were compared. Then a large population of 
healthy volunteers of different ages was studied to define normative values for motor 
threshold, motor evoked potentials (amplitude and latency) and silent period for both 
hand and leg muscles. Thereafter, measures of cortical functions were refined: first, 
intracortical inhibition-excitation balance was characterized by paired stimulus pulses. 
Intracortical inhibition was then studied in silent period measurements by determining the 
effect of stimulus intensity and muscle contraction on the TMS induced silent period. 
Finally, a novel method for preoperative motor mapping was constructed to study patients 
with focal drug-refractory epilepsy caused by a lesion near the motor areas, and thus at 
risk of losing motor function in surgery. The clinical usefulness of preoperative nTMS 
mapping in operative decision making was evaluated.  
 
Overall, nTMS reduced the variability of motor evoked potentials but did not affect the 
motor threshold values. Reference values were calculated for the most common TMS 
parameters (amplitude, latency) when stimulation was targeted to the individually 
optimal cortical area. Finally, nTMS mapping of cortical motor areas was shown to be 
clinically useful in the preoperative evaluation of epilepsy surgery candidates.  
 
 
National Library of Medical Classification: WL 141.5.T7, WL 307, WL 335, WL 268, WL 385 
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH): Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation; Motor cortex; Motor physiology; 
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TIIVISTELMÄ 
 
Transkraniaalinen magneettistimulaatio (TMS) on kliinisen neurofysiologian menetelmä 
jolla voidaan tutkia liikeaivokuoren toimintaa ja kortikospinaalista fysiologiaa 
kivuttomasti. Viime vuosien aikana TMS:sta on tullut tärkeä ja laajalti käytetty 
neurotieteiden tutkimus- ja hoitomenetelmä. TMS:ssa indusoidaan pään pinnalla 
pidettävän kuparikelan avulla aivokuorelle sähkökenttä, joka aiheuttaa hermosolujen 
depolarisaation. Liikeaivokuorelle annettu TMS synnyttää mitattavan lihasvasteen.  
Vasteet muuttuvat useissa neurologisissa sairauksissa. Vasteiden suuri vaihtelu kuitenkin 
rajoittaa kliinistä käyttöä. Lisäksi usein on jäänyt epävarmaksi, onko kyseessä todellinen 
patofysiologinen muutos vai johtuuko se epäoptimaalisesta stimulaatiosta ja 
metodologiaan liittyvästä teknisestä vaihtelusta. Navigoitu TMS yhdistää rakenteellinen ja 
toiminnallisen tiedon. Aivoalue, johon TMS kohdistetaan, nähdään reaaliajassa 
käyttämällä henkilön kolmiulotteista aivojen magneettikuvaa. Tekniikan avulla voidaan 
toistaa stimulus täsmälleen samanlaisena kohteeseen jopa kuukausia tai vuosia 
myöhemmin olettaen, että aivojen anatomia ei ole muuttunut. Ohjelmistoon integroitu 
matemaattinen mallinnus laskee stimulaation indusoiman sähkökentän voimakkuuden 
halutulla syvyydellä aivoissa. Tätä voidaan käyttää annoksen mittarina ja vertailla 
aiempaa luotettavammin tutkimuskertoja toisiinsa.  
 
Tämän työn tavoitteena oli karakterisoida liikeaivokuoren toimintaa perinteisten TMS-
muuttujien avulla käyttäen navigoitua TMS:ta. Ensiksi verrattiin liikevasteita navigoidun 
ja ei-navigoidun TMS:n välillä. Sen jälkeen tutkittiin laaja aineisto eri-ikäisiä terveitä 
vapaaehtoisia, joille määritettiin motorinen kynnys, motoriset herätevasteet ja niin 
kutsutun “hiljaisen jakson” kesto sekä käden että jalan alueelle. Tästä aineistosta 
karakterisoitiin myös kortikaalisen inhibition ja eksitaation välinen tasapaino 
paripulssistimulaation avulla. Sitten tutkittiin stimulusintensiteetin ja lihasjännityksen 
vaikutusta ”hiljaiseen jaksoon” sekä kehitettiin mittauksen metodologiaa. Lopuksi 
kuvattiin kliinisesti käyttökelpoinen protokolla epilepsiakirurgisten kandidaattien 
liikeaivokuorialueiden preoperatiiviseen kartoittamiseen. 
 
Tärkein löydös oli navigoidun TMS:n paremman toistettavuuden osoittaminen sekä 
kliinisesti hyödyllisen protokollan luominen kartoitettaessa preoperatiivisesti 
epilepsiakirurgisten kandidaattien aivokuoren toiminnallisia motorisia alueita.  
 
 
Yleinen suomalainen asiasanasto (YSA): aivokuori, navigoitu transkraniaalinen aivostimulaatio, 
transkraniaalinen magneettistimulaatio, epilepsiakirurgia 
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1 Introduction 
 
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a non-invasive brain stimulation technique 
which has been used in the field of clinical neuroscience since 1985 to assess function of 
cortical physiology and motor pathways (Barker et al., 1985). TMS is relatively easy to 
perform and a safe and innoxious test of the human nervous system. 
 
The method of TMS is as follows. An electromagnetic copper coil is placed on the scalp and 
a magnetic field is elicited by quickly changing current in the coil. The magnetic field 
penetrates the skull non-invasively and painlessly and induces an electrical field in the 
opposite direction, depolarizing neurons in the cortical tissue. When targeted to the motor 
cortex it induces a muscle response that can be recorded and quantified with 
electroneuromyography  techniques, termed motor evoked potential (MEP), in muscles 
corresponding to the stimulated cortical representation area. Because the magnetic field is 
inversely proportional to the cube of the distance, superficial tissues are preferentially 
stimulated.  
 
TMS has been used in many neurological and psychiatric conditions (Curra et al., 2002, 
Rossini and Rossi, 2007), in pharmacological monitoring and studying the effect of drugs 
and in the exploration of the neurophysiological basis of specific TMS protocols (Inghilleri 
et al., 2006, Paulus et al., 2008, Ziemann, 2004). Cortical neuroplasticity has been verified 
by means of TMS methods both in healthy volunteers (as a consequence to training) and in 
patients (stroke, brain tumour etc) (Butler and Wolf, 2007, Tyc and Boyadjian, 2006, Rossi 
and Rossini, 2004, Landi and Rossini, 2010). TMS offers an elegant non-invasive 
opportunity to study the mechanisms of cortical physiology at the systems level of the 
human brain (Rossini et al., 1987b). It has become common both as a straightforward and 
specialized diagnostic tool for the examination of motor tracts. Due to recent refinements 
in the method, for example navigation, it is also an efficient research tool for the 
modulation of complex brain network interactions. TMS with repeated stimuli, termed 
repetitive TMS (rTMS), has recently become an instrument for efficient neuromodulatory 
therapy. TMS-EEG and TMS combined with other neuroimaging techniques (functional 
and structural MRI, PET, SPET, MEG) has great potential (Siebner et al., 2009). The role of 
TMS in the field of functional brain research is continuously growing (Rossini and Rossi, 
2007).  
 
Despite the wide use of TMS (Rossini and Rossi, 2007), large variation in TMS evoked 
responses, especially the amplitude of the evoked MEPs, has diminished its clinical 
applicability. Thus, careful minimization of the known physical and methodological 
sources of variability is necessary. With many disorders it has been uncertain whether the 
lack of motor responses is the result of true pathophysiological changes or merely due to 
technically non-optimal stimulation. Previous studies on healthy subjects have mainly 
used traditional non-navigated TMS, and the subject populations have been examined 
retrospectively or the population has not been large (Pitcher et al., 2003, Cicinelli et al., 
1997, Mills and Nithi, 1997, Wassermann, 2002). 
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Navigated TMS (nTMS) combines conventional TMS with neuronavigation, allowing 
anatomically more accurate targeting of TMS stimuli according to individual magnetic 
resonance images. It has recently been shown to be as accurate as direct cortical 
stimulation (Picht et al., 2011a). nTMS visualizes the stimulated sites on the cortex and 
allows accurate mapping of cortical functions. These features are useful in studies of 
plasticity in both healthy subjects and patients (Rossini and Dal Forno, 2004).  
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2 Review of the literature  
 
2.1 TRANSCRANIAL MAGNETIC STIMULATION (TMS) 
 
2.1.1 Background of TMS 
 
Physics and physiology 
 
TMS is based on the changing electric current in a circular conductor which induces a 
changing magnetic field. The magnetic field then induces an electric field. This is an 
example of the principle of electromagnetic induction discovered by Michael Faraday in 
1838, and the behaviour of time-varying magnetic fields is governed by Maxwell’s laws.  
 
To elicit sufficient current for a strong magnetic field that reaches the cortex transcranially, 
a capacitor is charged with high voltage and then rapidly discharged through a coil which 
induces an electric field (EF) up to 200 V/m in the brain (Figure 1). If this EF is of adequate 
strength and suitable direction, it will excite neurons and trigger action potentials in the 
cortical neuronal populations and/or in the trajectory of the pyramidal axons (Rossini et al., 
1987a). When TMS is correctly targeted to various cortical areas, a macroscopic 
physiological response may be observed. When TMS is targeted to the motor cortex, a 
corresponding peripheral muscle twitch, a motor evoked potential (MEP), may be observed 
(Ruohonen and Ilmoniemi, 2002, Barker et al., 1985). When TMS is applied to occipital 
areas, flashes of light are seen by the subject (Merabet et al., 2003), and when targeted to 
fronto-temporal areas, speech arrest can be produced (Khedr et al., 2002). 
 
TMS can be applied in single pulses, paired pulses, or repetitive stimulation (rTMS). In 
principle, as regards neuronal stimulation, TMS is equivalent to electrical stimulation. As 
the TMS-generated magnetic field strength decreases exponentially in proportion to the 
distance from the coil to the targeted area, the EF in the cortex depends on the coil-to-cortex 
distance (Ruohonen and Ilmoniemi, 1999, Stokes et al., 2007). The areas of magnetic field 
distributions of the coils and subsequent induced EFs cannot be accurately determined but 
they are estimated to be a few centimeters wide and long. It is still not known how this 
rather diffuse magnetic radiant can produce such a focal cortical response. Also, it should 
be kept in mind that TMS never activates one single site: the neighboring areas are 
stimulated simultaneously. 
 
Neurons are excited at lower thresholds when the applied voltages induce currents 
oriented longitudinally along the axon following the normal flow of post-synaptic current 
during depolarization: from the dendrites, through the soma, and to the axon (Rushton, 
1927). Thus, due to the columnar organization of the cortex, the optimal stimulation 
orientation is with the induced current perpendicular to the sulcus. In theory it causes the 
tangentially oriented neural elements at the gyral crown, such as horizontal interneurons or 
horizontal collaterals of pyramidal track axons, to become stimulated (Day et al., 1987a, 
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Day et al., 1987b, Rothwell et al., 1987, Rossini et al., 1987a), and the number of stimulated 
neurons is maximal (Figure 1). However, the optimal direction of the coil and thus EF is not 
unambiguous (Denslow et al., 2005).  
 
 
 
Figure 1. The induced electric field in the cortex. 
 
Recent modelling studies have tried to determine the mechanisms and site of activation in 
the motor cortex (Salvador et al., 2011) which is the focus of this thesis. They have revealed 
variation and dependence on the type of neurons and the influence of the neuron’s 
position, orientation and geometry on the effective EF (Salvador et al., 2011). For the 
pyramidal tract neurons, the field varies considerably since the axons of these neurons 
often bend sharply giving rise to localized variations of the EF at the site where 
depolarization occurs (Salvador et al., 2011). Suprathreshold stimulation may result in the 
activation of both transsynaptic pathways and direct stimulation of axonal pathways 
deeper in the gray matter or in the bending of white matter structures (Ruohonen and 
Karhu, 2010).  
 
Motor cortical stimulation causes motor evoked potentials (MEPs) that consist of multiple 
components (Amassian et al., 1989). The short latency direct wave (D-wave) is thought to 
results from direct depolarization of the initial axon segment of the corticospinal neuron. 
This wave is followed by other volleys, termed indirect (I) waves, produced by synaptic 
activation of the same pyramidal tract neurons with a periodicity of approximately 1.5 ms, 
reflecting the delay required for synaptic discharge. The first I-wave is thought to be 
generated through the depolarization of an axon synapsing directly onto a corticospinal 
neuron (monosynaptically), whereas subsequent I-waves may require polysynaptic circuits. 
The level at which these different waves are observed has been studied with epidural 
recordings (Di Lazzaro et al., 2004). TMS probably induces mainly I-waves, and also D-
wave,s depending on the coil orientation, stimulus waveform and intensity (Reis et al., 
2008, Hanajima et al., 1998).  
 
Instrumentation 
 
TMS instrumentation consists of the stimulator and coil. The shape of the coil is most often 
round or figure 8-shaped (Figure 2). The magnetic field at the face of the coil (~ 1.5-2.0 Tesla 
(T)) on the scalp produces currents up to 170 amperes/µs. A round coil stimulates relatively 
large cortical regions and effectively induces large movements, whereas a figure-8 coil 
gives more focal stimulation underneath the central segment of the coil. However, both coil 
types are claimed to result in rather similar effects in routine measurements of cortical 
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excitability (Badawy et al., 2011). In this study, a figure-8 coil was used because of its 
focality.  
 
The pulse form is either monophasic or biphasic (or polyphasic) (Figure 2). Monophasic 
stimulation is more focal but less effective, limiting its clinical usefulness (Sommer et al., 
2006, Salvador et al., 2011). The biphasic stimulus pulses produce a more complex pattern 
of cortical activation compared with monophasic stimulus pulses (Di Lazzaro et al., 2004). 
Monophasic pulses cannot be given with high frequencies (rTMS) due to technical 
limitations. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Figure-8 coil and the shape of the induced electric field. On the right the pattern, 
voltage and duration of the current produced by pulse shapes of biphasic and monophasic 
stimulation. The figure is adapted from a review (Lefaucheur, 2009) 
 
Safety and contraindications 
 
According to recent guidelines, single and paired pulse TMS can be considered generally 
safe (Anand and Hotson, 2002) and the updated guidelines rather concentrate on repetitive 
TMS (Rossi et al., 2009). Consensus has been reached for a screening standard questionnaire 
for rTMS candidates, which mostly also applies to single pulse TMS (Rossi et al., 2009).  
 
The only absolute contraindication to TMS is the presence of metallic hardware such as a 
cochlear implant or ferromagnetic chip close to the discharging coil. Other conditions 
related either to the protocol of stimulation or the patient’s conditions such as epilepsy or 
pregnancy are mentioned in the guidelines and the risk/benefit ratio should be calculated 
for each case (Rossi et al., 2009). 
 
The most commonly reported side-effects are discomfort at the stimulation site and 
headache. Attention should be paid to hearing. As rapid mechanical deformation of the 
TMS stimulating coil produces an intense but deceptively mild-sounding click that may 
exceed the recommended levels (140 dB of sound pressure level) for the auditory system 
(Counter and Borg, 1992), approved hearing protection is recommended for the 
subject/patient and the person applying TMS (Rossi et al., 2009, Pascual-Leone et al., 1993).  
 
The most serious adverse effect of TMS is the induction of an epileptic seizure, which is 
very uncommon. There are no reports of epileptiform activity in the many publications 
(>25) that recorded EEG online during single pulse TMS (Rossi et al., 2009). Subclinical 
epileptiform EEG activity during conventional rTMS also seems to be very rare although 
seizures may occur with intensive high frequency stimulation. Low-frequency rTMS (<1Hz) 
is considered to be inhibitory and it can be used to reduce seizure frequency (Santiago-
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Rodriguez et al., 2008, Joo et al., 2007, Cantello et al., 2007). In contrast, stimulation at high-
frequency (>5Hz) may activate epileptogenic foci (Tassinari et al., 2003). EEG monitoring 
before and during rTMS cannot effectively prevent accidental seizure induction. However, 
the true clinical significance of real-time EEG (TMS-EEG) in epilepsy will probably be 
clarified in the future (Rotenberg, 2010).  
 
The safety of single and paired-pulse TMS in epilepsy patients has been specifically studied 
and the risk has been found to be small, and the method is not associated with any adverse 
long-term effects (Schrader et al., 2004). The risk factors for TMS-associated seizures were 
the tapering of antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) and medically intractable seizures (Schrader et 
al., 2004). In addition, stimulating ipsilaterally or near the epileptogenic region may be an 
additional risk factor (Schrader et al., 2004). In all reported cases of seizure, the subjects had 
a typical seizure followed by typical recovery (Schrader et al., 2004). Also, in-session 
seizures were reported during low-frequency (1Hz) rTMS for seizure suppression in 
patients with intractable epilepsy (Rotenberg et al., 2009). The seizures (characterized with 
clinical signs, not EEG) were similar to the patients’ habitual seizures and did not correlate 
with a poor neurological outcome. In practice, in patients with epilepsy who have daily 
seizures it is impossible to establish whether the seizure is co-incidental or TMS-induced.  
 
2.1.2 TMS variables, stimulus parameters and protocols in studies of the motor cortex 
 
The most commonly analysed single pulse TMS variables are the motor threshold (MT), 
which is a measure of cortical excitability, and the occurrence, latency and amplitude of 
MEP. MEPs can also be studied with paired pulse (PP) protocols in which a conditioning 
stimulus is applied before the test stimulus. Cortical inhibition can be studied with a 
number of different protocols: silent period (SP) is used in this thesis, in addition to the 
above-mentioned measures. In addition, interside differences can be measured and 
analysed by means of the potential asymmetry index (Rossini et al., 2003). Generally, the 
number of measured variables and stimulation protocols is high and continuously growing 
(Rossini and Rossi, 2007).  
 
Motor threshold (MT) 
 
The motor threshold, a measure of neuronal membrane excitability (Ziemann et al., 1996a), 
is a central concept in neurophysiology reflecting corticospinal excitability and sensitivity 
to TMS. It provides a reference for setting the stimulus intensity (SI) for recording all other 
variables for or in therapeutic use of TMS. When determining individual MT, TMS is 
usually targeted according to external anatomical landmarks. The coil is moved in small 
steps over the assumed area of the primary motor cortex and the site producing the largest 
muscle responses (EMG or visual analysis) is searched. The MT is determined at the 
optimal site, also called the hotspot, which is the scalp site where TMS produces MEPs of 
maximal amplitude in a contralateral hand muscle (Rossini et al., 1994). Other TMS 
measurements are then performed at that site, keeping the coil constantly at the same 
position and stimulus intensities proportioned to the MT.  
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MT has been shown to be a stable measure over time on both individual and group level 
(Kimiskidis et al., 2004, Malcolm et al., 2006), even though it varies widely between 
individuals (Wassermann, 2002). The sources of the variation have not been widely 
characterized, but they can be methodological, anatomical or physiological. Children have 
not been exclusively examined with TMS yet, but generally children under ten years of age 
have higher MTs, and MTs usually cannot be determined in children under six years of age 
because of unfinished cortical neuronal maturation (Garvey and Mall, 2008, Frye et al., 
2008). Higher MTs have been reported in older subjects (Rossini et al., 1992, Oliviero et al., 
2006) whereas there are also reports of no effect of age on MT (Wassermann, 2002). Brain 
atrophy has been demonstrated to be associated with decreased MT (Silbert et al., 2006). In 
addition to age, medication modulates the excitability and affects the MT, as has been 
comprehensively reviewed (Ziemann, 2004) and updated (Paulus et al., 2008). 
 
The usual way to define the MT is ‘the lowest TMS intensity required to induce a MEP with 
an amplitude ≥ 50 µV in 50% of the stimuli’ (Rossini et al., 1994, Chen et al., 2008, Conforto 
et al., 2004), usually 5 out of 10 consecutive stimuli. If EMG is not recorded - inside the MRI 
scanner, for example - muscle twitches can be visually assessed (Conforto et al., 2004). 
Another commonly used method is the Mills-Nithi method, in which the highest intensity 
evoking responses with a probability of zero (lower threshold) and the lowest intensity 
evoking responses with a probability of one (upper threshold) are determined, and the MT 
is defined as the average of these two (Mills and Nithi, 1997). In practice, different methods 
tend to yield very similar MT values (Tranulis et al., 2006). However, it has also been 
suggested that they depict different neurophysiological phenomena, which might affect 
safety limits when the MT is used to assess parameters of rTMS (Hanajima et al., 2007). A 
third faster and more precise method to determine the MT is based on automated up-and-
down transform rule determination of the threshold value: threshold hunting (Awiszus, 
2003) or maximum-likelihood strategy (Mishory et al., 2004). Lately, an MT curve has been 
introduced, which produces similar values to rMT as defined by the threshold hunting 
paradigm, and is highly reproducible (Julkunen et al., 2011a). When assessing the MT 
curve, the optimal site is searched, and an MT guess is assessed based on the amplitudes 
during the preliminary mapping. Then stimuli at both sub- and suprathreshold intensities 
are applied, which provides not only the MT value but also rather similar information as 
the traditional input-output curve. However, the MT curve is performed much faster and 
obtained in several muscles simultaneously.  
 
In addition to the MT of resting muscle (rMT), MT can be determined in active muscle 
(aMT). aMT is lower than rMT, probably due to the larger size and number of late 
descending corticospinal I-wave volleys (Di Lazzaro et al., 1998). Due to facilitation, the 
latency of MEP in active muscle is shorter than in relaxed muscle and more difficult to 
define, since the response needs to be distinguished from background muscle activity. 
Moreover, mental anticipation, which cannot be measured, also affects aMT, whereas 
resting state can be ensured by recording the EMG of the target muscle.  
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Motor evoked potential (MEP) 
 
A MEP can be observed in the EMG of a peripheral muscle when a TMS pulse is applied to 
the motor cortex. It is a direct measure of the integrity of the corticospinal tract and the 
conduction along the peripheral motor pathway to the muscles (Rossini et al., 1987a). The 
MEP may be absent, dispersed, small or large in various diseases (Kobayashi and Pascual-
Leone, 2003). The latency of MEP onset is relatively stable (Bashir et al., 2011) whereas the 
amplitude, which reflects approximately the number of motor units activated, varies 
widely both inter- and intraindividually (Kiers et al., 1993, Ellaway et al., 1998, Livingston 
and Ingersoll, 2008, Rösler et al., 2008). When investigating the causes of the notoriously 
large trial-to-trial variability, two-thirds was found to be due to the variable number of 
recruited alpha motoneurons, and approximately one-third to the continuosly changing 
synchronization of motoneuron discharges (Rösler et al., 2008).  
 
Due to neuronal adaptation, the rate of stimulation should be slow, with more than 3 s 
between consecutive stimuli when evaluating MEPs (Rothwell et al., 1999). Recently, more 
conservative estimates have been suggested. The effect of the inter-trial interval in the 
second scale on the MEP amplitudes has recently been investigated using both constant and 
randomized inter-trial intervals and the results suggest using more than 5 s between 
consecutive stimuli (Julkunen et al., 2011b). In another study, the initial transient state of 
increased excitability affecting the MEP amplitudes was studied, and the steady-state was 
achieved at  approximately the 20th event (Schmidt et al., 2009). Considering the arousal 
that increases the readiness to respond, it has been suggested that at least the first one in the 
series of consecutive MEPs should be excluded, as it is usually larger than those elicited 
subsequently (Levy et al., 1991, Brasil-Neto et al., 1994).  
 
Short-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI) and facilitation (ICF)  
 
The inhibition-excitation balance of the motor cortex can be studied by the paired pulse 
technique (PP). There are several variants of the paradigm, but in the conventional PP 
method, a conditioning stimulus (CS) of subthreshold intensity, i.e. not sufficient to evoke 
an overt muscle response on its own, precedes the suprathreshold test stimulus (TS); both 
are delivered through one coil (Claus et al., 1992, Kujirai et al., 1993). The modulatory effect 
of the CS on the amplitude of the TS-evoked MEPs depends mostly on two factors: the 
intensities of the CS and the TS, and the interstimulus interval (ISI) between the stimuli. 
Short-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI) occurs at ISIs of 1−5 ms and intracortical 
facilitation (ICF) at ISIs of 7−20 ms (Kujirai et al., 1993). Thus, the TS can be probed by a 
preceding subthreshold stimulus to study intracortical mechanisms because the TS is 
suppressed at short ISIs and facilitated at longer ISIs. The suggested interactions are 
presented in Figure 3 but the exact mechanisms and the roles of different structures remain 
unknown.  
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Figure 3. Suggested interactions modulating the output of the primary motor cortex (M1). 
Facilitatory and inhibitory populations are shown as open and filled elements, respectively. SICI 
occurs at the cortical level whereas ICF at 10-15 ms is shown as a dotted line, as there is 
uncertainty regarding relative cortical, subcortical and spinal contributions. The pathway crosses 
to the other side of the body in the medulla oblongata (decussatio pyramidalis). Adapted from a 
review (Reis et al., 2008). 
 
SICI is presumably mediated predominantly by the gamma-amino-butyric acid A (GABAA) 
receptor and dopaminergic interneurons, whereas glutamatergic mechanisms are 
responsible for ICF (Liepert et al., 1997, Ziemann, 1999). SICI and ICF are expressed as the 
ratio of the conditioned to the test MEP amplitudes. PP responses have mostly been 
characterized by changes in MEP amplitude (Berweck et al., 2007, Garry and Thomson, 
2009, Kujirai et al., 1993, Walther et al., 2009, Shimizu et al., 1999, Chen et al., 1998, Ziemann 
et al., 1996b) but changes in MEP latency have been reported as well (Kossev et al., 2003, 
Shimizu et al., 1999). Earlier paired pulse studies are shown in Table 1.  
 
Table 1. Earlier paired pulse studies on healthy subjects using the traditional PP paradigm. TS 
intensity is given either in MEP size (mV) or percentage of MT. All studies included both ICF and 
SICI assessments. Regarding the coil, ‘both’ indicates figure-8 and round coil.  
 
 
 
ADM = abductor digiti minimi; CS = conditioning stimulus; ECR = extensor carpi radialis; FDI = 
first dorsal interosseus; ISI = interstimulus interval; OPP = opponens pollicis; TS = test 
stimulus 
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Silent period (SP) 
 
Another way of measuring the state of excitability is the silent period. It is a period of 
electrical quiescence (suppression of ongoing motor activity) after a TMS-evoked muscle 
response (MEP) usually lasting around 100 ms (Fuhr et al., 1991). The mechanisms of the SP 
are not fully understood, but it is mainly mediated by GABAB receptors (Siebner et al., 1998, 
Werhahn et al., 1999). The initial part may be of spinal origin, namely the after-
hyperpolarization and recurrent (Renshaw) inhibition, but its later part is assumed to be of 
cortical origin (Fuhr et al., 1991, Cantello et al., 1992, Wilson et al., 1993a, Ziemann et al., 
1993, Rossini et al., 2011). SP is usually elicited using suprathreshold SI, e.g. 130% rMT. 
However, similarly with aMT, the threshold for SP is lower than for rMT, and thus SP is 
elicited also at subthreshold intensities. The inter-individual variability of SP is high. 
 
The SP (duration) and the MEP (amplitude and area) preceding it share some common 
mechanisms but the exact inter-relationship remains unclear (Rossini et al., 2011). 
Moreover, the recruitment of both phenomena correlate (Kimiskidis et al., 2005, Orth and 
Rothwell, 2004, Werhahn et al., 2007) even though the inhibitory elements contributing to 
the SP are recruited at a lower intensity than the excitatory elements (Werhahn et al., 2007). 
It is also possible to study an isolated SP, i.e. SP without preceding MEP, which can be 
found in most subjects at low TMS intensities (Cantello et al., 1992). SP is relatively easy to 
record and measure but difficult to interpret because of its complex aetiology. 
 
Determining the SP duration and especially SP offset is often imprecise and has been a 
subject of debate. Moreover, occasionally there are late excitatory potentials in the middle 
of a SP suppression period that complicate the definition and quantification of SP (Wilson 
et al., 1995). Another topic generating variability in SP response is the effect of the level of 
muscle contraction on the duration of SP. Most studies have reported no correlation with 
the level of muscle preactivation, whereas others have reported shortened SP duration with 
increasing muscle activity.  
 
Repetitive TMS (rTMS) 
 
rTMS can be applied using either low-frequency stimulation (<1 Hz with inhibitory net 
effect) or high-frequency stimulation (>5 Hz with excitatory net effect). When rTMS is 
repeated over several days or weeks it changes and modulates brain activity beyond the 
stimulation period with therapeutic potential in patients suffering from neurological and 
psychiatric disorders. The exact neuromodulatory mechanisms of rTMS are under extensive 
research, and currently the main effects are described as similar to long-term depression 
(LTD) or long-term potentiation (LTP). The duration of these alterations seems to implicate 
changes in synaptic plasticity (Hoogendam et al., 2010).  
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2.1.3 Navigated TMS  
 
Traditionally, identification of the TMS target sites on the cortex has been based on 
measuring distances in centimetres from external anatomical landmarks (Mills et al., 1992, 
Mills and Nithi, 1997, Oliveri et al., 1999, Rossini et al., 1994, Herwig et al., 2003, Conforto et 
al., 2004) or utilizing the International 10-20 EEG system, which takes into consideration 
head size. However, the individual variation in the relative locations of sulci/gyri of the 
cortex cannot be taken into account when TMS is targeted with the aid of external 
landmarks. Correctly performing TMS has been dependent on time-consuming training 
and skill.  
 
Inaccurate coil positioning is one of the largest sources of variability in MT measurements 
(Mills et al., 1992, Conforto et al., 2004). Another serious problem is the movement of the 
coil away from the optimal position during the measurement, as this can prolong the 
experiment and lead to an increased and erroneous MT when an area different from that 
originally intended is stimulated. Artefactual coil movement may obscure clinically 
relevant changes in cortical plasticity or excitability. It is crucially important that the centre 
of the coil is tangential to the scalp. In clinical use of TMS, such as in preoperative mapping 
of eloquent cortical areas, accuracy becomes critical and giving the coil positions with 
respect to the external landmarks of the skull is not sufficient. Furthermore, for delivery of 
therapeutic stimulation, the exact targeting may also be crucial for the treatment effect. 
Visual control of the stimulated site on the anatomical cortex achieved by nTMS allows 
complete coverage of primary motor areas, for example, and helps in determining whether 
loss of responses is real or caused by a technical error. 
 
The earliest navigation systems located the centre of the TMS coil as a virtual rod on MR 
images using the registration of MRI visible fiducial markers, which is called line 
navigation (Krings et al., 1997). Precise reproducible co-registration of fMRI and TMS  using 
a magnetic-field digitizer without head restraint was developed shortly after (Bastings et 
al., 1998). The position of the coil was measured on the scalp using a 3D digitizer (Miranda 
et al., 1997). However, these point-based methods have precision errors both in MRI and 
physical space, so surface-based methods which add several hundred points, which 
naturally is time consuming, were developed. Later, registration methods were further 
developed with the use of a laser digitizer and 3D optical tracking systems that allow on-
line navigation (Noirhomme et al., 2004). As well, the accuracy of MRI is enhanced. nTMS 
allows active cartography of the functional regions of the brain where MRI provides the 
structural information and TMS the functional map.  
 
In nTMS, there is a passive infrared camera that can track different objects (coil and head) 
with optical reflecting trackers. After coregistration of the subject’s head to his/her MR 
images, the goggles that the subject wears are considered as the reference frame. Then the 
location of the coil is continuously visualised on a peeled 3D rendering of the subjects brain 
image (Teitti et al., 2008, Ruohonen and Karhu, 2010). While the coil and the head are 
tracked simultaneously, the patient is allowed to move freely in the chair during the 
examination. No head restriction is necessary, which significantly enhances the 
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examination of neurologically impaired patients. The practical implementation of nTMS is 
easy even for a relatively inexperienced operator, in contrast to traditional TMS.  
 
As the coil center is not the center of the induced EF, the state-of-the-art technique of 
neuronavigation incorporates online recording and visualisation of the exact TMS stimulus 
location with the aid of mathematical modelling of the maximum of induced EF in the brain 
tissue which allows dose calculations in V/m (Figure 4A) (Danner et al., 2008, Teitti et al., 
2008, Hannula et al., 2005). The EF is calculated using a locally best-fitting spherical head 
model, which is selected by constant monitoring of the head shape under the center of the 
coil. This model has been shown to provide results comparable to those with a realistic 
head model, in particular in the central head areas (Hämäläinen and Sarvas, 1989). When 
the exact structure of the stimulating coil is known, this model allows rapid forward 
calculation of EF for each separate stimulus which is required for localization of the 
effective stimulus site. The error sources contributing to accuracy regarding the EF 
computation model are those in the coil’s output and characteristics,  the computational 
model of intracranial EF (e.g. numerical uncertanties, simplified tissue characteristics), and 
the fitting of the computational model to the individual head (Ruohonen and Karhu, 2010). 
The mean error from the computational model is 3-4 mm which equals the error of the 
movement of the head tracker during an examination. For targeting, the anatomical cortical 
location can be determined on either structural or functional (Figure 4B) neuroimaging 
data. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. (A) EF spreading. At the hotspot, the MT was 34% of maximum stimulator output 
equal to 65 V/m. When stimulated at 110% of MT, the induced EF varied between 68 and 96 
V/m. At the dotted yellow area, EF was >65 V/m.  (B) Navigation view showing fMRI activations 
after right hand motor activation.  
 
The direct modelling of EF within the brain also takes into account the tilting and 
orientation of the coil. Furthermore, the information of the stimulation sites, tilting and 
orientation can be stored and utilised during repeated measurements, and the coil can be 
repositioned precisely (2 mm) by visual feedback, taking into account spatial parameters of 
previous stimuli. 
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Figure 5. Aiming tool. On the left side the coil is targeted accurately into the same target 
(distance 0.9 mm) with the same orientation and tilting. On the right side, the coil location, 
orientation, and tilting are all unoptimal. 
 
For computing the distribution of EF (and the maximum EF, site of stimulus), EF navigation 
uses the information of physical parameters of the stimulation device (the shape and size, 
i.e. the geometry, of the copper windings in the coil), the size and shape of the head, the 
electrical characteristics of the stimulator and the exact location and orientation of the coil 
with respect to the head). The EF calculations can be visualized at any depth on the 
reconstructed cortex and they are based on a dynamic multiple spherical model with 
adjustments in real time (Ruohonen and Ilmoniemi, 1999, Ruohonen and Ilmoniemi, 2002, 
Tarkiainen et al., 2003). EF is determined primarily by the coil-to-head distance, coil 
orientation and the local skull shape. Since the majority of EF is generated by the perfectly 
undisturbed primary magnetic field, TMS can be modelled precisely, perhaps more so than 
direct cortical stimulation (DCS) which may be affected more by local conductivity changes. 
Theoretically, EF is the only method for standard dosing of TMS strength between subjects 
or within subjects in repeated sessions. It may be important especially outside motor areas 
where the excitability is not proportional to MT of hand muscles or frontally when there is 
atrophy (Salat et al., 2004, Komssi et al., 2004). Evaluating cortical excitability by computed 
EF strength allows direct comparison of MTs between different stimulators (Danner et al., 
2008, Hannula et al., 2005). Using EF may reduce errors attributable to variation in subject 
anatomy. The use of MT defined as the percentage of stimulator output maximum is 
applicable in healthy non-medicated individuals, but when studying patients with 
medication, EF is a more accurate measure (Rábago et al., 2009).  
 
However, EF modelling provides only information about the EF in the cortex, not about the 
actual neuronal effects. The interactions between the EF and neuronal tissues are complex 
so a single EF value does not represent true neuronal excitability. The threshold for 
excitation is sensitive to orientation (Brasil-Neto et al., 1992a) and the most effective 
direction of the stimulating current varies individually (Balslev et al., 2007, Teitti et al., 
2008), which makes it necessary to study different coil rotations according to the individual 
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cortical anatomy in addition to various anatomical locations; in particular, when evaluating 
critical cortical representation areas with low intensities. Neuronavigation with EF has been 
shown to enhance the physiologic and behavioural effects of low-frequency TMS given to 
M1 in healthy subjects (Bashir et al., 2011). 
 
2.2 CEREBRAL CORTEX 
 
The cerebral cortex is the outermost layer of neural tissue of the human brain and it plays a 
key role in cognitive functions such as language, memory and attention, thought, 
awareness, and sensorimotor functions. The cortical thickness, i.e. the boundary between 
gray and white matter, varies between 1 and 4.5 mm (about 2.5 mm on average) and does 
not vary widely (Fischl and Dale, 2000). Gray matter is formed from the soma of the 
neurons and their unmyelinated fibers, whereas the white matter below is formed 
predominantly from myelinated axons connecting neurons in different regions with each 
other.   
 
The surface of the cerebral cortex is folded so that more than two-thirds is buried in sulci, 
i.e. the grooves between the gyri. The neocortex, which is the phylogenetically youngest 
part, is differentiated into six horizontal layers. Neurons in various layers connect vertically 
and form small microcircuits called columns. Cytoarchitecturally, the cortex is divided into 
Brodmann areas (BA) (Brodmann, 1909). Anatomically, cortical topography is personal and 
specific with unique shapes, structures and convolutions.  
 
Earlier, the brain has been segmented into so-called “eloquent” and “silent” (non-
functional) regions. Damage in eloquent areas was thought to induce a major neurological 
deficit, whereas lesions in the silent structures had no clinical consequence. Eloquent areas 
included the sensorimotor, language, memory, visual, auditory, and olfactory cortices. 
However, the correctness of the static model of eloquent and silent regions has been 
doubted recently. 
 
Eloquent areas can be further divided into mandatory and facilitatory areas. Facilitatory 
areas have less somatotopy, so individual mapping is especially important. The structure-
function relationships are probabilistic in nature. Moreover, there is large individual 
variation in eloquent cortex (Rademacher et al., 2001). The anterior-posterior variation in 
the location of the central sulcus with respect to the Talairach coordinate system is ±1.5-2 
cm (Steinmetz et al., 1990) and the relative locations of individual sulci vary largely. In 
addition, anatomical structures in patients are often altered by brain pathologies including 
tumors, edema, bleeding, and vascular alteration, and identifying critical functional areas in 
each patient is important. nTMS has the potential to explore anatomic shifts, physiologic 
reorganization, and plastic changes on an individual basis both in patients and healthy 
volunteers, especially within the motor cortex (Butler and Wolf, 2007, Tyc and Boyadjian, 
2006). In other brain regions, functional imaging with specific sensory stimulation 
(tactile/pain/visual/auditory) is useful. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) can be used to 
visualise the white matter tracts. With the aid of these nTMS can be targeted individually to 
functionally essential locations 
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2.2.1   Motor system 
 
The corticospinal or pyramidal tract begins at the cortex and is the collection of mostly 
motor axons between the cerebral cortex and the spinal cord. Most of the corticospinal 
fibers cross over to the contralateral side in the pyramidal decussation in the medulla 
oblongata and form the descending lateral corticospinal tract. In the spinal cord, the axons 
of the upper motor neurons connect (most of them via interneurons and, to a lesser extent, 
also via direct synapses) with the lower motor neurons (alpha motoneurons) in the ventral 
horn of the spinal cord. The axons of lower motor neurons then leave the spinal cord via 
anterior roots, forming the spinal nerves and peripheral nerves, ending up at the 
neuromuscular plates to provide motor innervation for voluntary muscles. 
 
 
 
Figure 6. (A) Pyramidal tract. The crossed lateral corticospinal tract originates in motor areas at 
BA 4 and 6, and in somatosensory areas 1, 2 and 3. The tract crosses at the pyramidal 
decussation, descends in the dorsolateral column and terminates in the spinal gray matter. (B) 
Primary and supplementary motor areas. The primary motor cortex is marked with squares, 
supplementary motor areas (SMA) with sloping lines, and premotor areas with dots (Fulton, 
1935, Siegel and Sapru, 2008). 
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The pyramidal neurons in layer V of the cerebral cortex are the main origin of the 
pyramidal tract. About half of the fibers arise from the primary motor cortex (M1, BA4) 
within the precentral gyrus, also called the precentral area (Geyer et al., 1996, Brodmann, 
1909). In addition, supplementary motor areas (SMA), pre-SMA and SMA-proper, and 
ventral and dorsal premotor cortex (PMC), mainly BA6, also contribute axons to the 
pyramidal tract (Picard and Strick, 2001, Chouinard and Paus, 2010, Penfield and Welch, 
1951, Orgogozo and Larsen, 1979) (Figure 7 B). There is a transitional zone between M1 and 
these areas (White et al., 1997) and stuctrure-function relationships have been established 
by generating probability maps (Rademacher et al., 2001). Given that 70% of the 
corticospinal tract fibers arise from the SMA, the PMC and primary somatosensory cortex 
(S1), and only 30% from the M1 (Siegel and Sapru, 2008), compensatory mechanisms are 
likely to involve other cortical areas. nTMS can quantify the strength and nature of these 
and other possibly complementary pathways (Teitti et al., 2008).  
 
There are few common anatomical landmarks in the brain. One of these is the hand knob, 
indicating the optimal motor site for the finger representation area, that is observed in most 
but not all subjects (Yousry et al., 1997, Denslow et al., 2005). It usually has the shape of an 
inverted omega or epsilon (Figure 7), but it is very variable in morphology. However, there 
are also other useful anatomical ways to locate M1 (Mäkelä et al., 2001).  
 
 
 
Figure 7. (A)Typical shapes of the hand knob: inverted omega on one hemisphere and epsilon 
on the other. (B) Pli-de-passage fronto-pariétal moyen in one subject reconstructed from a 
histological section (White et al., 1997). 
 
However, despite the greatly varying surface appearance of the central sulcus, reliable 
surface landmarks (the precentral bank of the pli de passage) have been found for the hand 
motor area in the precentral gyrus also in  relation to hand motor activation (Boling et al., 
1999). This is a specific structural component of the anatomical feature originally defined by 
Paul Broca (pli-de-passage fronto-pariétal moyen), a deep structure with an elevated bridge 
between the pre- and post-central gyri that is remarkably consistent between subjects 
(White et al., 1997)(Figure 7B). There is also a specific triple-layer appearance in BA4 which 
can be distinguished with a specific MR imaging sequence (Kim et al., 2009). 
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Somatotopy 
 
The correlation between human body parts and their representation was first described in 
1937 based on direct cortical stimulation by Penfield. Later, cortical somatotopy has been 
described by drawing a homunculus (Figure 8) that represents the location of different 
body parts relative in size to their representation area in the motor cortex (Penfield, 1954).  
 
 
 
Figure 8. Homunculus, after Penfield and Rasmussen (1950). The size of each body part is equal 
to its representation area which is proportional to the complexity of the movements it can 
perform.   
 
Somatotopy of the M1 has also been observed by other methods such as fMRI (Meier et al., 
2008, Hlustik et al., 2001, Kleinschmidt et al., 1997, Beisteiner et al., 2001) and 
magnetoencephalography (MEG) (Beisteiner et al., 2004, Hari et al., 1993). Lately, this 
definite somatotopy has been challenged, and it is now thought that individual areas form 
a continuum in which the neighboring representations rather overlap (Farrell et al., 2007, 
Graziano and Aflalo, 2007, Schieber, 2001, Sanes and Schieber, 2001, Indovina and Sanes, 
2001, Dechent and Frahm, 2003). However, closely represented muscles, such as different 
hand muscles, can be differentially activated by (n)TMS using different orientations of the 
coil (Pascual-Leone et al., 1994).  
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2.2.2   Neural plasticity and functional reorganization of the cortex  
 
Cerebral plasticity is a continuous process which allows short-term, middle-term, and long-
term remodelling of functional brain networks (Chen et al., 2002, Buonomano and 
Merzenich, 1998, Siebner and Rothwell, 2003, Duffau, 2008). Plasticity occurs at cellular, 
synaptic, and regional levels (cortical reorganization). The best-known mechanisms of 
reorganization are recruitment of adjacent cortical and subcortical areas and tracts, and 
recruitment of completely new but interconnected contra- or ipsilateral cortical areas 
(Ferreri et al., 2003, Rossini and Dal Forno, 2004).  
 
In the healthy motor cortex, organization may change with advanced motor skill, as seen in 
musicians (Rosenkranz et al., 2007, Jäncke et al., 2000) or after intensive sports training (Tyc 
and Boyadjian, 2011). Reorganization also occurs in pathological conditions. Lesions may 
displace eloquent areas to unpredictable sites and reveal interhemispheric differences in 
representation areas (Labyt et al., 2007, Burneo et al., 2004, Levy et al., 1991). Cerebral 
reorganization has been shown to occur also after ischaemic stroke (Bütefisch et al., 2006, 
Dimyan and Cohen, 2010, Ward and Cohen, 2004, Rossini et al., 2003, Tarkka et al., 2008, 
Tarkka and Könönen, 2009) and pre- or perinatal brain lesions (Staudt, 2010, Thordstein et 
al., 2011). In addition, cortical reorganization has been studied following upper limb 
amputation and during the use of a robotic hand (Rossini et al., 2010), and in chronic pain 
(Juottonen et al., 2002, Flor and Diers, 2009). 
 
Two types of functional variability have been observed in patients with epilepsy: (1) 
Mosaicism, defined as the overlapping of functional areas (more than one body part on a 
limited cerebral area, e.g. finger and mouth); (2) Variability, defined as two or more 
representation areas in the brain differing spatially from those of the motor homunculus 
(e.g. face above the finger) (Branco et al., 2003). In tumor patients without functional deficit, 
three kinds of preoperative functional reorganization are possible (Desmurget et al., 2007): 
(1) the function can still persist within the tumor; (2) eloquent areas can be redistributed 
around the tumour (transient deficit likely just after surgery, secondary recovery within 
some weeks or months); and (3) compensation (remote areas within the same hemisphere 
or homologue area on the contralateral hemisphere) take over the functions lost due to 
tumor invasion.  
 
Functional recovery occurs after surgical resection of low grade gliomas and can be 
measured by post-operative neurological deficits. It has been explained with the hypothesis 
that the brain compensates for loss of function with the foresight of extended resection after 
neuroplastic mechanisms have recruited new cortex for endangered functions (Duffau et 
al., 2003). 
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2.2.3   Cortical lesions associated with focal epilepsy 
 
Malformations of cortical development (MCD)  
 
Disorders of cortical development, characterized by abnormalities in the structure of the 
cerebral cortex, are an important aetiological cause of focal epilepsy (King et al., 1998). They 
can be divided into three groups depending on the stage at which neuronal cell 
developmental arrest occurs: proliferational, migrational or organizational abnormalities of 
the cortical development (Colombo et al., 2009) (Table 2).  
 
Table 2. Disorders of cortical malformation according to stages (Abdel Razek et al., 2009).  
 
Stage  Cause  Disorder 
Proliferative  Decreased proliferation Microlissencephaly 
  Increased proliferation Hemimegalencephaly 
  Abnormal proliferation Focal cortical dysplasia 
Migration  Undermigration Complete lissencephaly 
  Overmigration Congenital muscular dystrophy 
  Ectopic migration Heteretopia 
Organization Deranged organization Polymicrogyria 
    Schizencephaly 
 
Each disorder has its typical MR features. 3T MRI with new advanced imaging techniques 
and sequences has a central role in detecting these abnormalities (Abdel Razek et al., 2009, 
Madan and Grant, 2009). 
 
Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) with its subclassification is the single most important 
aetiology of intractable focal epilepsy in childhood, and it is also more often observed in 
adult patients (Bast et al., 2006, Lerner et al., 2009, Krsek et al., 2008, Lüders and Schuele, 
2006). Although the lesions are usually benign and non-progressive, they are very 
epileptogenic due to the abnormal cortical composition with increased excitability, aberrant 
neural circuitry and histopathologic variety (Fauser et al., 2004, Sisodiya, 2000, Otsubo et 
al., 2005). Another common MCD that is very often associated with intractable focal 
epilepsy is polymicrogyria (Barkovich, 2010). 
 
Benign tumors 
 
Other lesions commonly associated with long-term intractable focal epilepsy are benign 
WHO grade I tumours, the most important of which are neuroepithelial, usually 
glioneuronal, tumors such as gangliogliomas and dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial 
tumours (DNETs). Both gangliogliomas and DNETs are frequently associated with FCD 
(around 80%), and may require rather radical resection of the pathological area to achieve a 
good seizure control (Takahashi et al., 2005, Prayson et al., 2010). Early surgery has been 
claimed to result in seizure freedom and prevention of tumor progression (OʹBrien et al., 
2007, Urbach, 2008). DNETs are intrinsic tumours with a large neuronal component 
involving primarily the cortex. They are responsible for intractable seizures, but usually 
with no permanent neurological deficits. Usually, from the oncological point of view, 
gangliogliomas are considered to be benign, but malignant transformation has also been 
demonstrated to occur (Lantos et al., 1997).  
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Malign tumors 
 
Epileptic seizure is a common presenting symptom also in patients with intracranial malign 
tumors, especially low-grade gliomas. The epilepsy incidence in brain tumors ranges 
between 30% and 90%. In addition to primary brain tumors, epileptic seizures occur with 
cerebral metastases. (Rosati et al., 2009, Oberndorfer et al., 2002, Beaumont and Whittle, 
2000). 
 
2.3 TMS IN CLINICAL NEUROPHYSIOLOGY  
 
2.3.1 TMS in clinical diagnostics 
 
TMS has been used to study the integrity of the motor tracts in the central nervous system 
for nearly 30 years. It is the sole method to measure the conduction from the motor cortex 
to the muscles, apart from electrical stimulation, which is painful and cannot be performed 
in unanesthesized subjects. For this purpose, navigation is not necessary, and (most often) a 
round coil is used. Useful measures in clinical neurophysiology are the MEP, corticospinal 
motor conduction time (CMCT), the rMT and the silent period. Each of these has been 
shown to be clinically useful (Kobayashi and Pascual-Leone, 2003).  
 
The clinical applications of TMS have recently been thoroughly reviewed (Chen et al., 2008, 
Rossini and Rossi, 2007). The most important conditions where TMS has demonstrated 
diagnostic utility are myelopathy (Nakamae et al., 2010), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and 
multiple sclerosis (Chen et al., 2008). There is potential clinical utility of TMS also in 
cerebellar diseases, dementia, facial nerve disorders, movement disorders, stroke, epilepsy, 
migraine and chronic neuropathic pain (Chen et al., 2008). In addition to diagnostics, TMS 
is useful in understanding the pathophysiology of various neurological disorders (Morita et 
al., 2008, Pennisi et al., 2010) and monitoring cortical excitability changes over time or after 
an intervention (Ferreri et al., 2011a). 
 
2.3.2 Mapping of motor cortex 
 
For procedures and therapeutic interventions in a brain with a lesion and possible plastic 
reorganization, it is important to know whether a particular cortical area is crucial for 
normal functioning (Rossini and Dal Forno, 2004). In TMS mapping of motor areas, both 
primary and secondary areas are stimulated with single pulses, and the relative size of 
MEPs are recorded to create a map showing the cortical representation areas of the muscles 
(Melgari et al., 2008). Mapping of motor areas is used for presurgical evaluation in tumor 
and epilepsy surgery. Both aim to maximize the resection area, and the ultimate goal is to 
plan the resection in a way that does not produce additional neurological deficits. Mapping 
the motor cortex in patients with focal intractable epilepsy or benign small tumors is at least 
to some extent different from mapping in patients suffering from malignant tumors. With 
large tumors, the mass effect and the invasive growth of the tumor must also be taken into 
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account. Moreover, the conductivity of tumor tissue differs from that of healthy brain 
tissue, which may add slightly to the mathematical modelling error.  
 
Functional mapping by traditional non-navigated TMS was initiated in the early 1990s with 
a snugly fitting swimming cap and a grid drawn onto it, giving results in Cartesian 
coordinate systems in two dimensions (Rossini et al., 1994, Wassermann et al., 1992, Wilson 
et al., 1993c, Brasil-Neto et al., 1992b). MRI-visible vitamin capsules were used to mark 
regions of the scalp where the TMS coil was positioned for optimal response from each 
muscle (Levy et al., 1991), and these positions were then transferred to MR images 
(Wassermann et al., 1996, Wang et al., 1994).  
 
Despite the high variability of MEP amplitudes, the representation areas were usually 
unaffected or they changed only minimally over time (Levy et al., 1991, Mortifee et al., 1994, 
Uy et al., 2002). In addition to the highest peak-to-peak amplitude of MEP (optimal site), a 
center-of-gravity (CoG), which is the position weighted with the MEP amplitudes 
(Wassermann et al., 1992), can be determined for each muscle separately in the motor 
output map. The variability of MEPs, influenced by physiological and methodological 
factors, should mostly affect the “hotspot”, whereas CoG presumably reduces such 
variability. Indeed, mapping the CoG of APB resulted in a location significantly closer to 
the precentral knob than the TMS hotspot (Inuggi et al., 2010). 
 
The stimulus intensity for mapping is usually proportional to the rMT. It is crucial to 
stimulate with the individually most suitable SI, because higher intensities result in 
stimulating a too large area: the dispersed TMS-evoked EF within the cortex may elicit 
action potentials at a more distant site as well. Long distances between the active and 
reference EMG electrodes may also blurr the map, since a widespread array spans a larger 
surface area and may convey motor responses from several muscles (Corneal et al., 2005), 
hence a rigidly fixed inter-electrode distance of 2 cm has been suggested to control the 
influences of cross-talk (Hermens et al., 2000).  
 
There is no consensus on the number of stimulation points required to create reliable maps. 
However, stimulating once per spot compared with several times per spot has resulted in 
rather similar maps (Herwig et al., 2002, Classen et al., 1998). Maps including all sites 
evoking responses vary less than those based on larger-amplitude responses (Uy et al., 
2002).  
 
Comparisons with other methods in motor mapping 
 
Methods for locating functional cortex are shown in Table 3. In practice, several methods 
are often combined to achieve a more comprehensive and reliable image of functional 
cortical organization (Barba et al., 2010, Jang et al., 2007, Vitikainen et al., 2009).  
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DCS is the gold standard for the localization of any eloquent cortical area. It can be 
performed either preoperatively at the bedside through implanted subdural grids or 
intraoperatively (Kombos and Suss, 2009). It is considered to be an accurate, reliable and 
safe technique, and any functional disturbance or response repeatedly induced by DCS 
must lead to the immediate termination of the resection at that specific site, both at the 
cortical and subcortical levels. On the M1, nTMS is highly comparable to DCS, as both 
methods actively stimulate the patient’s motor cortex (cortical pyramidal neurons) and 
produce muscle responses.  
 
fMRI is an indirect activation-based method, which means that it detects all functionally 
active areas that participate in the initiation, performance and evaluation of movements of a 
given task or reaction, but that are not necessarily essential for the execution of the specific 
task. fMRI is an established method in clinical neuroscience and it has been validated with 
DCS (Bizzi et al., 2008, Vlieger et al., 2004, Yousry et al., 1995, Forster et al., 2011). Successful 
fMRI mapping can be obtained routinely in most patients with cerebral tumors, but 
knowledge of the limitations of fMRI is essential for the neuroradiologist and the 
neurosurgeon (Vlieger et al., 2004). Finger tapping is a reliable and robust paradigm to 
localize the hand representation in M1 (Bizzi et al., 2008). MEG is another indirect method 
based on the detection of magnetic fields produced by intracellular neuronal activity 
(Mäkelä et al., 2001, Mäkelä et al., 2006). In functional mapping it can be used to locate the 
central sulcus by somatosensory-evoked fields. Moreover, direct localization of the motor 
cortex is feasible by utilizing the methods calculating the coherence of MEG and peripheral 
muscle activity (corticomotor coherence) or the kinematic signal from a moving limb 
(corticokinematic coherence) (Mäkelä et al., 2001, Bourguignon et al., 2011). 
 
TMS “hotspots” tend to be localized anterior to fMRI activation spots (Herwig et al., 2002, 
Lotze et al., 2003, Terao et al., 1998). Spatial differences have been tested using alternative 
fMRI sequences (Diekhoff et al., 2010). fMRI images the coactivation of both somatosensory 
and motor areas. The discrepancy between fMRI and TMS motor maps has been suggested 
to be largely due to the involvement of the somatosensory proprioceptive component in the 
executed movement task (Niyazov et al., 2005), although the role of proprioceptive input to 
the motor areas has been suggested to be minor (Reddy et al., 2001). The neuronal 
populations that affect the BOLD signal and the neurons activated by TMS are probably not 
identical. For example, somatosensory activation required to guide the moving limb may 
affect the fMRI localization particularly strongly in patients (Korvenoja et al., 2006). 
Furthermore, the orientation of the magnetic field in the coil may more effectively stimulate 
parallel fibers than radial ones (Terao et al., 1998). 
  
There are many advantages of nTMS (Siebner et al., 2009): it determines the cortical area 
causally related to the elicited functional alteration or response and is thus an 
interventional though non-invasive method that transiently interferes with ongoing 
neuronal activity in the stimulated neuronal circuitries of the brain. nTMS can be used in 
conscious and co-operative patients, targeted to any site on the cortex (comparison with the 
healthy hemisphere can also be easily obtained), and discrete muscle responses can be 
evoked with only a minimal risk of seizure (Anand and Hotson, 2002). nTMS can also be 
performed equally well on paralyzed, sedated or unco-operative patients who are unable to 
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undergo fMRI, which is critically dependent on subject compliance in the motor task. The 
safety of nTMS can be increased by simultaneous EEG monitoring for the appearance of 
epileptogenic activity (spikes, seizures) during the examination. nTMS allows patients to 
move their heads and eliminates the need for a mechanical fixation device, thus offering 
more comfort to the patient and enabling longer duration of the recordings.  
 
Recently, nTMS and fMRI methods have been compared with DCS regarding their 
mapping accuracy in a series of brain tumour patients (Forster et al., 2011). The distances 
between locations obtained with nTMS compared to DCS were significantly shorter (10.5 ± 
5.67 mm) than those from fMRI to DCS (15.0 ± 7.6 mm). Consistent localization results have 
also been found using nTMS and MEG (Vitikainen et al., 2009). 
 
Structural data can be obtained through diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and tractography, 
which can further localize the pyramidal tracts originating from the eloquent cortex in cases 
where the lesions are located in the vicinity of the deeper parts of the tract (Hattingen et al., 
2009). In the same way as using fMRI results as seed areas for DTI, nTMS optimal sites can 
be used in future investigations. When the functional M1 is not in the usual anatomical 
location, DTI may be a useful adjunct in the mapping procedure together with other 
imaging methods to observe possible dislocation of white matter tracts or infiltration. 
 
Mapping for epilepsy surgery 
 
The aim of neocortical (most often extratemporal) epilepsy surgery is to gain seizure 
freedom by removing the epileptogenic zone as completely as possible without creating 
any new neurological deficit. It is crucial to locate and characterize the cortical abnormality 
that is capable of generating the seizures as accurately as possible and, when planning 
resection, to be aware of the localization and function of cortical areas adjacent to or within 
the planned resection area. Structures can be divided to (1) essential (“eloquent”) structures 
in which any additional lesion gives rise to major irreversible neurological deficits, and (2) 
“non-functional” areas with no apparent clinical consequence when injured (Duffau, 2008). 
The primary reason for the incompleteness of resection is proximity of the lesion or EEG 
abnormality to an eloquent brain region.  
 
The extent of resection in epilepsy surgery has been debated. Two questions have been 
raised: (1) Can a more limited resection yield seizure freedom rates similar to those 
obtained by larger resections, with lower rates of neurological complications?, and (2) do 
larger resections increase seizure freedom rates with tolerable neurological complication 
rates? There is a relationship between the extent of resection and the outcome, especially of 
MCDs. Sometimes fixed neurological deficits (at least if not unexpected) may be more 
tolerable to patients than continuous seizures. However, decisions should always be made 
individually on a case-by-case basis. (Okonma et al., 2011) 
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2.3.3 Repetitive TMS (rTMS) 
 
The basic principle of rTMS is that overactivity of the brain is inhibited with low-frequency 
rTMS or underactivity is excited. In recent years rTMS has become a widely used 
therapeutic method and its use is rapidly increasing. The main applications are in chronic 
pain, tinnitus, treatment of epilepsy and severe depression (Andre-Obadia et al., 2006, 
Borckardt et al., 2006, Hirayama et al., 2006, Hsu et al., 2011, Langguth et al., 2010, George, 
2010).  
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3 Aims of the Study  
 
The overall aim of this thesis was to establish the most common parameters for navigated 
TMS in healthy subjects and different age groups and thus simplify the interpretation of 
TMS studies. The hypothesis was that navigation according to individual brain anatomy 
decreases the variability and increases the reproducibility of these routine measures of 
human motor function. A more particular aim was to provide first reference values for 
future scientific and clinical applications. The specific aims of the studies were: 
 
 
I  To compare navigated TMS with traditional non-navigated TMS. Specifically, 
the applicability of nTMS, stability of coil location, and rMT and MEP 
characteristics was tested in repeated sessions. The rMT and target were 
hypothesized to be stabilized with online navigation, and amplitudes and 
latencies to be higher and shorter and more than with traditional TMS. 
 
II  To determine the commonly measured TMS variables (MT, MEP and SP) with 
nTMS and compute the corresponding EF on the cortex in a large population of 
healthy subjects, and to provide the correction equation of the MEP latency for 
subjects’ height for clinical studies.  
 
III  To characterize paired-pulse MEP and to determine the most informative 
measurement parameters for both SICI and ICF with nTMS. Both latency and 
amplitude of the MEPs were assessed. The effects of age, gender and 
hemisphere were evaluated. The sensitivity of the optimal stimulus site was 
tested. 
 
IV  To characterize the silent period in healthy subjects with nTMS, clarify the 
effect of voluntary contraction and stimulus intensity on the duration of SP, and  
examine the relationship of preceding MEP and SP. Technical aim was to find a 
simple way to assess and quantify SP in a consistent and informative manner. 
 
V   To investigate the overall feasibility of nTMS mapping to delineate the 
eloquent motor areas with respect to the location of epileptogenic zone in 
epilepsy surgery candidates, and to assess the impact of nTMS on the 
preoperative decision making.  
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4 Subjects and Methods 
 
This thesis consists of five studies (I-V) for which demographics (Table 4), measured 
variables (Table 5) and equipment (Table 6) are summarized below.  
 
Table 4: Demographics of the subjects and patients. 
 
Study n Gender Handedness  Age (yrs) 
  (M/F) (R/A/L)  range (mean) 
I 8 3/5 8/-/-  24-54 (36.5) 
II 65 31/34 60/2/3  22-81 (48.8) 
III 48* 22/26 48/-/-  22-79 (49.3) 
IV 10 5/5 10/-/-  23-35 (27.1) 
V 10 3/7 9/-/1  2-55 (21.1) 
 
A = ambidextrous; F = female; L = left; M = male; R = right; * = subgroup of subjects participating in 
Study II.  
 
 
Table 5: Measured variables. 
 
Study Variables   Recorded muscles 
I rMT, MEP, Location   APB   
II rMT, MEP, SP   APB, TA   
III rMT, SICI, ICF  APB, ADM 
IV rMT, SP   APB, ADM 
V rMT, Location, Mapping  APB, ADM, FCR, DEL, TRA, OO,  
    MAS, FCU, BB, TA, SOL, GC,  
    QF, EDB, TFL 
 
APB = abductor pollicis brevis; ADM = abductor digiti minimi; BB = biceps brachii; DEL = deltoideus; EDB 
= extensor digitorum brevis; FCR = flexor carpi radialis; FCU = flexor carpi ulnaris; GC = gastrocnemius; 
ICF = intracortical facilitation; MAS = masseter; MEP = motor evoked potential; OO = orbicularis oris; QF 
= quadriceps femoris; rMT = resting motor threshold; SICI = short-interval intracortical inhibition; SOL = 
soleus; TA = tibialis anterior; TFL = tensor fascia latae TRA = trapezius 
 
 
Table 6: Equipment. The coils were of figure-8 type, 70 mm in diameter. Navigation software 
was by Nexstim Ltd. (Helsinki, Finland). 
 
Study Stimulator  Pulse form  Navigation software 
I Nexstim  Biphasic  2.2.0 
II Nexstim  Bihasic, monophasic 2.1.0, 2.1.1, 2.2.0 
III Nexstim  Monophasic  2.1.0, 2.1.1. 2.2.0 
IV Magstim  Monophasic  2.1.0 
V Magstim, Nexstim Monophasic, biphasic 2.1.0, 2.1.1, 2.2.0 
 
4.1 HEALTHY SUBJECTS 
 
Studies I-IV were conducted on healthy volunteers who were recruited from hospital and 
university staff, university students and the local community. In Study II, 67 healthy 
volunteers were recruited, but two of them had to be excluded after MRI revealed 
asymptomatic lesions (aneurysm and cavernoma). The subjects reported no CNS disease or 
psychiatric disorder, were on no medications with known CNS effects, were not pregnant 
and had no contraindications to TMS or MRI (Rossi et al., 2009). In Studies II and III, 
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handedness was determined according to the Waterloo Handedness Questionnaire revised 
and reduced form with 20 items (Elias and Bryden, 1998) along with personal preference. 
To determine the dominance in legs, a questionnaire with five items was used (Elias and 
Bryden, 1998). The Mini Mental-State Examination (Folstein et al., 1975) was performed on 
subjects over 60 years old to exclude subjects with cognitive impairment, and their scores 
ranged from 25 to 30 (28 ± 1). MMSE score ≤ 24 is considered to be certainly deviating. The 
height of the subjects in Study II varied from 150 cm to 192 cm (171 ± 10 cm).  
 
4.2 EPILEPSY PATIENTS 
 
In Study V, patients with focal extratemporal epilepsy were studied. Between 2005 and 
2009, nTMS was applied to ten consecutive epilepsy surgery candidates with intractable 
focal epilepsy associated with FCD (n=6), polymicrogyria (n=1), ganglioglioma (n=2) or 
DNET (n=1) located in or adjacent to the motor cortex and/or the corticospinal tract. Patient 
demographics and the MRI and histopathological details on the individual lesions are 
summarized in Table 7. nTMS was performed in a separate in-hospital session as a part of 
their extensive presurgical evaluation. During the nTMS, patients were on their normal 
antiepileptic drug treatment with individually titrated dosages of commonly used AEDs.  
 
Table 7: Ten patients with intractable extratemporal epilepsy associated with a lesion close or 
within the presumed primary motor (M1) cortical area. The table shows demographics of 
patients and the radiological and histopathological details of the lesions.  
 
Patient  Gender / Site of lesion in MRI Largest  Distance to  Histological 
no Age (yrs)   diameter  hand knob diagnosis 
    (mm) (mm) 
1 F / 11 left Heschl gyrus 26 45 FCD Taylor IIB 
  parietal operculum 
2 M / 23 left middle frontal gyrus 9 3 DNET 
3 F / 54 left postcentral gyrus 20 6 no surgery 
4 F / 18 left cingulate gyrus 10 19 FCD Taylor IIA 
5 F / 47 right precentral gyrus 16 11 FCD Taylor IIB 
  (lateral)    
6 F / 11 right precuneus 13 26 ganglioglioma I 
7 F / 2 right hemisphere 110 0 FCD Taylor IIA 
8 M / 5 right middle and inferior 29 6 polymicrogyria 
  frontal gyrus   
9 F / 55 right middle frontal gyrus 17 30 ganglioglioma I 
10  M / 33 left middle and superior 24 18 FCD Taylor IIB 
  frontal gyrus 
 
DNET = dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumor; F = female; FCD = focal cortical dysplasia; M = male  
 
4.3 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
All experiments were performed in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration. The study 
was approved by the Ethical Committee of Kuopio University Hospital and informed 
consent was obtained from all subjects. 
 
TMS is a non-invasive method. Even though neuronal activity is influenced, this is done 
rather painlessly with electromagnetic fields that do not produce permanent alterations in 
brain function. MR images were evaluated before nTMS by an experienced 
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neuroradiologist. In healthy subjects, mild headache is the most common side effect (in 
about 10% of subjects) and is quickly resolved with a common analgesic. 
 
In studies with healthy volunteers (I-IV), also personnel of our own department also 
participated. Every subject participated willingly without any social pressure. The 
procedure was thoroughly explained to the subjects, and they were told that they were free 
to discontinue their participation at any time. 
 
Four of the epilepsy surgery candidates were children (aged 2-11 years). In safety 
guidelines TMS is considered safe for children two years and older (Rossi et al., 2009). 
Children have been reported to subjectively considered TMS to be slightly uncomfortable 
but painless (Garvey et al., 2001a).  
 
The risk of epileptic seizure caused by TMS is higher with epilepsy patients with intractable 
seizures than in healthy subjects. Patients were on their AED during the nTMS. EEG was 
monitored on-line and reviewed by an experienced clinical neurophysiologist during the 
nTMS examination, to increase patient safety. Anticonvulsive medication was close at hand 
during the examination and emergency medical services were available at all times in the 
immediate vicinity. 
 
4.4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN  
 
4.4.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 
 
Structural MRI 
 
Before nTMS, head MRI was performed with a 1.5T Siemens Magnetom Avanto (Erlangen, 
Germany) using a T1-weighted sequence (repetition time, TR = 1980 ms; echo time, TE = 3.93 
ms; field of view (FOV) 256 mm; matrix 179 x 256; slice thickness 1.0 mm, spatial resolution 
1.4 mm x 1.0 mm x 1.0 mm [in Study V isotropic voxel size of 1 mm], 176 sagittal slices). A 
subject-specific 3D image of the head was rendered from the MR images for the navigation 
software. A good quality structural 3D MRI with thin slices is needed to observe the normal 
anatomy and to characterize the lesions precisely. To observe focal lesions, usually a 
gadolinium enhancement is required, and for small changes such as FCD also other imaging 
sequences such as T2 or Flair may also have to be applied.   
 
Functional MRI 
 
In Study V, fMRI was performed in 6 of the 10 patients to localize M1 (Siements Avanto 
1.5T, Erlangen, Germany). Anatomical 3D-images were obtained using the 3D-MPRAGE 
sequence (TR = 1980 ms; TE = 3.09 ms; inverse time, TI =1100 ms; flip angle = 11°; 176 sagittal 
slices; slice thickness 1.0 mm; FOV = 256 mm, matrix size 256 x 256). 
 
Motor fMRI was performed as a block designed study; rest (10 scans) and self-paced 
handgrip (10 scans), 60 scans altogether. Functional images were obtained using an EPI 
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sequence (TR=3540 ms, TE = 50 ms, flip angle 90°, 36 oblique slices, slice thickness 3.0 mm, 
no gap, FOV = 192 mm, matrix size 64 x 64). During scanning prospective motion correction 
was used to correct relative motion (translation and rotation) automatically. The scanner 
evaluates images with automatic general linear analysis on-line and shows t-maps on the 
EPI image. If head motion was visible in on-line statistical maps, the fMRI scan was 
repeated.   
 
4.4.2 Navigated TMS (nTMS) 
 
Stimulators and coils  
 
Stimulators from two different manufacturers were used: Magstim200 (Magstim Company 
Ltd., Whitland, Wales, UK) and Nexstim (Nexstim Ltd., Helsinki, Finland)(Table 5). The 
Magstim stimulator delivered monophasic pulse waveforms whereas the Nexstim 
stimulator delivered both monophasic and biphasic waveforms.   
 
Navigation and stimulation software  
 
The stimulation device consisted of the navigation system (Nexstim Ltd., Helsinki, Finland) 
combined with a magnetic stimulator and the coil. The tracking infrared camera was a 
passive Polaris Spectra (NDI, Waterloo, ON, Canada). Navigation software versions 2.1 and 
2.2.0 were used (Nexstim Ltd., Helsinki, Finland). The subject/patient wore an optically 
trackable eye frame with reflecting trackers as a reference frame. Three standard landmarks 
(left and right ear tragus and nasion) and nine additional surface points at the scalp were 
determined with a pointer to co-register the subject’s head to the MR images (Figure 9). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. In the upper row MR images with registration landmarks are shown in all three 
orientations (sagittal, axial, coronal). In the lower image, additional surface points on the scalp 
are indicated with the pointer.  
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4.4.3 Recordings 
 
Electromyogram (EMG)  
 
During stimulation, surface EMG was recorded and monitored continuously on-line 
displaying both free-running and stimulus-triggered responses (ME 6000, Mega Electronics 
Ltd., Kuopio, Finland). Circular pre-geled Ag-AgCl surface electrodes with a diameter of 24 
mm were used. The skin was prepared by rubbing and cleaning it with alcohol. In all 
studies, when examining the hand motor area, the active electrode was attached to the skin 
overlying thenar musculature (APB as target muscle). Hypothenar musculature (ADM 
muscle) was measured as well in Studies III, IV and V. Reference electrodes were placed on 
the adjacent metacarpophalangeal joints. (Figure 10). 
 
 
Figure 10. Electrode placement of APB and ADM.  
 
On the lower limb (Study II), the active electrode was placed on the largest muscle mass of 
the TA muscle and referred to the tibial bone approximately 10 cm distally. In Study V, the 
recorded muscles of interest were chosen based on the clinical setting and according to the 
motor homunculus. The active electrode was placed on the muscle belly, and the reference 
on an inactive site (bone or tendon) nearby.  
 
The EMG signals were filtered (8-500 Hz), amplified, displayed, and stored for off-line 
analysis. During mapping and MT measurement, the background EMG activity was 
minimised by visual feedback. Only the rMT was determined in the present study. 
 
Force sensors 
 
To standardize the muscle contraction in the SP measurements in Studies II and IV, applied 
force was recorded using hand grip and leg force sensors (NewTest Inc., Oulu, Finland). 
First, maximal activity was measured for hands by pressing the handle (Figure 11); in the 
legs the ankles were flexed. Visual feedback of the amount of used muscle activity was 
shown in a bar graph to the subject (Figure 11)(ME6000, Mega Electronics Ltd, Kuopio, 
Finland). In the SP measurements, predefined levels were used. 
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Figure 11. Experimental situation during silent period measurement. 
 
Electroencephalogram (EEG) 
 
In Study V, simultaneous EEG was monitored with a TMS-compatible EEG amplifier 
(eXimia, Nexstim Ltd., Helsinki, Finland)(Ilmoniemi et al., 1997). EEG was recorded with 60 
channels using referential montage (right mastoid) except in the two youngest children, in 
whom 8 or 13 channels were recorded. EEG was filtered with a band-pass filter with cut-off 
frequencies at 0.5 and 40 Hz. To increase patient safety, EEG and clinical status were 
monitored during the nTMS by an experienced clinical neurophysiologist for any 
epileptiform activity (spikes, electrographic seizures in EEG, auras) or clinical seizures. 
 
4.4.4 Stimulation  
 
Jewelry, glasses, watches, and potentially conducting or magnetic objects worn on the head 
were removed prior to TMS to prevent interactions with the magnetic field. The 
subject/patient was sitting in an adjustable chair with a headrest. First, the head of the 
subject was co-registered to the MR images. Then the 3D image of the head was peeled to a 
depth where the anatomy of the sulci and gyri in the presumed motor areas was clearly 
visible. The peeling depth varied: in Studies I, II, III it was the outermost boundary where 
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grey and white matter was first distinguishable, in Study IV the depth was 25 mm from the 
scalp and in Study V, the depth where the anatomy was best visualized.  
 
Finding the optimal stimulus site 
 
The first stimuli were applied near the anatomical hand knob using a stimulation intensity 
slightly higher than the expected MT verified by emerging EMG responses. The motor 
cortex was stimulated extensively with approximately 30-40 stimuli with the current 
direction perpendicular to the sulcus to find the optimal cortical site evoking the largest 
EMG response (highest peak-to-peak) in the target muscle. After finding the optimal 
location, the coil was still rotated while keeping the coil position and tilt constant to find the 
optimal orientation inducing reproducibly of the largest MEP, and MT was then 
determined at this site and orientation. The optimal site was kept stable using the aiming 
tool in subsequent measurements. In Study V, single pulses were delivered first to the non-
lesional hemisphere. 
 
Non-navigated mapping in Study I  
 
In Study I, the positions of C3 and C4 in the International 10-20 system were first 
determined traditionally with measuring tape and marked on the scalp with a felt pen. The 
surroundings of this site were mapped. The site where the largest MEPs in APB were 
consistently observed was chosen, and MT determination and MEPs were performed by 
manually keeping the coil stabilized as well as possible without any additional devices. The 
coil was held tangential to the scalp with the direction of the current in a 45-degree angle to 
the nasion-inion line (Mills and Nithi, 1997). During the non-navigated mapping, the 
location of each stimulus was recorded with the navigation software, but the visualization 
of the navigation was switched off. Each volunteer was studied in two sessions separated 
by 2 to 7 days, both hemispheres in each session. In the second session, in addition to the 
non-navigated and navigated mapping, the rMT determination was repeated to the 
navigated target of the first session. 
 
Determination of resting MT 
 
A software using an up-and-down transform rule (UDTR) paradigm was applied for 
threshold tracking (Awiszus, 2003). The MT proposed by the paradigm was verified by 
determining the lowest intensity eliciting five out of ten responses (Rossini et al., 1994, 
Chen et al., 2008) with stimuli given 6-10 s apart. In Studies I and II, the strength of the EF 
corresponding to the rMT intensity was also computationally determined using the 
navigation software. The online EMG was recorded from both the APB and ADM to ensure 
relaxation of the target and cortically adjacent muscle.  
 
Motor evoked potential (MEP)  
 
In Studies I and II, MEPs were collected in APB (and TA in Study II) at the stimulus 
intensity of 120% MT in a relaxed muscle. MEPs to paired pulses in Study III were also 
collected in relaxed muscles. 
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Silent period (SP)  
 
SPs were studied specifically in Study IV and as part of the protocol in Study II. In Study 
IV, both sub- and suprathreshold intensities were used (80−120% of MT). Muscle activation 
levels from 20% to 80% of maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) were applied. In Study 
II, SPs were studied in both hands and legs targeted at the defined optimal site with a force 
level 40% of MVC using active both-sided tonic contraction and stimulus intensity of 120% 
of rMT. In hands, all fingers participated and special attention was paid to thumbs and little 
fingers. Subjects maintained the contraction for a few seconds after the stimulus.  
 
Mapping the eloquent motor cortex  
 
In Study V, the motor cortex and adjacent areas were mapped on the hemisphere with the 
lesion starting at the SI of 110% of MT of APB. The SI was either increased to 120% of MT or 
decreased to 100% of MT, depending on the frequency of emerging MEPs. The stimuli were 
applied at an interval of about 5 s.  
 
4.5 DATA ANALYSIS 
 
4.5.1 Radiological evaluation of magnetic resonance imaging  
 
MR images of both healthy volunteers (Studies I-IV) and patients (Study V) were evaluated 
by an experienced neuroradiologist. The MRI findings in epilepsy surgery candidates were 
classified according to lesion type, anatomical location, dimensions and distance to the 
hand knob in M1. In two patients, the lesions were at a further actual distance from the 
hand knob: in close vicinity of the lateral M1 (patient 5) and deeper in the corona radiate 
(patient 1). 
  
The fMRI analysis was performed on the on-line motion corrected data with a general linear 
model using the scanner’s software. A Gauss filter with value 2 (weak) was used for spatial 
image filtering to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The resulting t-map was overlaid on an 
anatomical 3D-image and the threshold was adjusted individually. Representative fusion 
images were archived to PACS for clinical purposes. For comparison with the nTMS optimal 
stimulus site, the threshold of the z-value (2.80-5.00) was individually tightened so that only 
the most significant activation area remained visible.  
 
4.5.2 Electromyogram offline analysis  
 
MEPs were visually inspected and those with preceding muscle activity were excluded 
from the analysis except for SP recordings. EMG was sampled to epochs, 50 ms before and 
100 ms after the stimulus. Amplitudes were always measured peak-to-peak and latencies 
marked to the first abrupt deflection from the baseline directly linked to the highest 
amplitude without any delay. In Study I, the mean onset latency and amplitude of the 20 
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responses collected were determined. In Study II, the mean response of the 10 responses 
was examined to determine onset latency and amplitude. If the shape of the MEP varied 
greatly within these 10 responses, which was the case especially when studying the lower 
limb muscles, the onset latency and amplitude were measured from each response 
separately and the corresponding means were calculated. In Study III, the latency and 
amplitude of each conditioned MEP was detemined. Thereafter, because of the high 
variability, the highest and lowest amplitude were excluded before averaging. In addition, 
the normalized median amplitudes are given for comparison. 
 
For silent periods, EMG was recorded and monitored continuously on-line. EMG was 
sampled to 350 ms epochs, 50 ms before and 300 ms after the stimulus. The non-rectified 
average waveform was used to mark the latencies with visual inspection at the onset of 
MEP, the beginning of silence (i.e., the offset of MEP) and the beginning of any level of 
EMG activity (Figure 12). In addition, MEP duration, amplitude and the area under curve 
were determined using Megawin software. In Study II, the absolute SP duration (MEP 
excluded) was defined by marking the latency at the start and end of SP of each of the five 
trials and the mean of durations was calculated.  
 
 
 
Figure 12. Marking of the latencies of silent periods. TMS is applied at the dotted line. The area 
of the MEP is shaded. 
 
4.5.3 Analysis of stimulus locations 
 
In Study I, the locations were determined in the MRI coordinate system (x, y, z) and 
distances were calculated as Euclidian distances. In Study V, the locations were analyzed 
visually and the location was anatomically specified by a neuroradiologist.  
 
4.5.4 Clinical impact of nTMS mapping on surgical decision-making 
 
The clinical impact of the nTMS mapping was scored into three categories by two 
experienced neurosurgeons one of whom was also the operating neurosurgeon: (1) 
“Essential”, causing changes in the planned conduct of surgery; (2) “Beneficial”, providing 
important but not essential data, and (3) “Not beneficial”, no relevant additional data. 
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4.5.5 Engel classification to evaluate postoperative outcome 
 
To evaluate the seizure outcome in patients at a follow-up of one year post-operatively, 
Engel classification was used (Table 8).  
 
Table 8. Engel classification of postoperative outcome (Engel, 1993) 
 
Class I:  
Free of disabling seizures  A Completely seizure free since surgery 
   B Nondisabling simple partial seizures only since surgery 
   C Some disabling seizures after surgery but free of  
   disabling seizures for at least 2 years 
   D Generalized convulsions with antiepileptic drug withdrawal only 
Class II: 
Rare disabling seizures  A Initially free of disableing seizures but has rare disabling  
   seizures now 
   B Rare disabling seizures since surgery 
   C More than rare disabling seizures after surgery, but rare  
   seizures for at least 2 years 
   D Nocturnal seizures only 
Class III:  
Worthwhile improvement  A Worthwhile seizure reduction 
   B Prolonged seizure-free intervals amounting to greater than half 
   of the follow-up period, but not less than 2 years 
Class IV:  
No worthwhile improvement   A Significant seizure reduction 
    B No appreciable change 
    C Seizures worse 
 
 
IIIA = a reduction in seizure frequency of at least 80%, IVA = a reduction in seizure frequency of at least 
50%  
 
4.6 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
 
The normality of the data distribution was tested with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. In all 
but Study II, non-parametric statistical tests were used as MEP amplitudes are not normally 
distributed. In Study II, parametric tests were used due to the extensive data with normal 
distribution. 
 
In Study I, comparisons between hemispheres, navigation procedures and sessions were 
tested using the Wilcoxon signed ranks test. Euclidian distances from the locations of the 
individual stimuli (x, y and z-coordinates) to the mapped optimal stimulus location were 
calculated. 
 
In Study II, the data were analysed as a whole using the parametric t-test and Pearson’s 
correlation. Statistical analyses considering age-groups were performed using the Mann-
Whitney U test and Spearman’s correlation. All comparisons and correlations were two-
tailed. Linear regression analysis was used to estimate the coefficients of the regression 
equations for MEP latencies.  Only significant factors (height and age) were included, the 
non-significant factor (gender) being excluded. 
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In Study III, a mixed linear model for multiple comparisons was used to test the effects of 
different variables. PP-MEP amplitude was set as the dependent variable, hemisphere, 
gender, age, studied muscle and CS intensity were fixed factors, whereas subject was a 
random factor. Because the assumption of the model (normality of residuals) was not 
fulfilled for normalized MEP responses, the raw data MEP amplitudes were examined. In 
paired tests of the mixed linear model, Sidak adjustement was used. Normalized values for 
amplitude were used for comparison between different size MEPs (<750 µV, 750-2000 µV or 
>2.0 mV) separately with each ISI, hemisphere and CS, using the non-parametric Mann-
Whitney U test. The MT and control MEP amplitude differences between hemispheres were 
tested using the independent samples t-test. For testing how reliably SICI and ICF would 
appear, amplitude and latency analyses were performed using the paired-samples t-test to 
compare each subject’s PP-MEP with the individual control MEP.  
 
In Study IV, the Friedman test was used to compare different intensities of forces (muscle 
activity), Spearman correlations were used for different parameters, and the Wilcoxon 
signed ranks test for interhemispheric comparisons.  
 
In Study V, the mean MTs were compared between affected and non-affected hemisphere 
on the group-level using the Wilcoxon signed ranks test. Moreover, average MT values 
were compared with those of healthy control subjects.  
 
The level for statistical significance was set at p<0.05 or stated accurately.  
 
SPSS versions 11.5, 14.0, 15.0 and 17.0 were used in statistical analysis (IBM Corporation, 
Somers, NY, USA). 
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5 Results 
 
5.1 NAVIGATED VS. NON-NAVIGATED TMS (Study I) 
 
The rMTs were similar to the nTMS and non-navigated TMS (38±6 and 39±5%, p=0.44) 
without any session-to-session differences. In contrast, there were significant differences in 
MEPs depending on whether navigation was used: nTMS produced more consistent MEPs 
with significantly higher amplitudes and shorter latencies than did non-navigated TMS. In 
addition, the variation in MEP amplitudes was significantly lower with navigation than 
without. (Table 9) 
 
Table 9. MEP amplitude and its variation, latency and occurrence. Mean ± SD are given. 
 
  nTMS  non-navigated TMS p-value 
MEP amplitude 1.74 ± 1.05 mV 1.13 ± 0.80 mV <0.05 
Amplitude coefficient of  71 ± 14 %  91 ± 15 %  <0.05 
    variation  
MEP latency  22.5 ± 1.1 ms 22.9 ± 1.2 ms <0.05 
Occurrence of MEP 98 ± 4%  94 ± 5%  0.09 
 
The distance of the repeated stimulus from the mapped target was significantly shorter 
with nTMS than with traditional TMS (0.9 ± 0.2 mm and 7.1 ± 2.5 mm, p<0.05). The targets 
of the two sessions were closer to each other in most cases with nTMS than with non-
navigated TMS (8.7 ± 4.2 mm and 12.2 ± 3.7 mm, respectively, p=0.09).  
 
 
 
Figure 13. Mapped locations at the cortex of each subject are presented from both 
measurement sessions. Green dots indicate optimal stimulus location determined with 
navigation, and red dots without navigation. 
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The mapping procedure and the rMT determination proved to be significantly more time-
consuming with nTMS (342 ± 53 s and 154 ± 35 s, p<0.05).  
 
5.2 MOTOR POTENTIALS IN HAND AND LEG IN HEALTHY PERSONS 
(Study II)  
 
Reference values for the most common TMS parameters (MT, MEP latency and amplitude) 
were calculated for APB and TA muscles in both hemispheres (Table 10). Reference values 
for the hemispheric difference were calculated as well (Table 11). Because of the weaker 
efficacy of the monophasic stimulation, MT could not be reached in three subjects for APB 
and in 53 subjects for TA. With the biphasic coil, MEPs were consistently evoked in all 
subjects in APB and in 57 subjects for TA. As no significant differences between 
hemispheres were found, the data were combined.  
 
Table 10. Reference values for APB and TA. Mean and (SD) are given. 
 
 Biphasic stimulation  Monophasic stimulation 
 MT MEPl  MEPa  MT  MEPl  MEPa  
 (%) (ms) (µV) (%) (ms) (µV) 
APB 45 22.9 979 65 22.6 836 
 (9) (1.5) (720) (12) (1.6) (542)  
 
TA 65 31.6 532  
 (13) (2.7) (339)  
  
MEPl = MEP latency, MEPa = MEP amplitude, rMT = resting motor threshold 
 
Table 11. Reference values for the hemispheric difference for APB and TA. Mean and (SD) are 
given. 
 
 Biphasic stimulation  Monophasic stimulation 
 MT MEPl  MEPa  MT  MEPl  MEPa  
 (%) (ms) (µV) (%) (ms) (µV) 
APB 4.4 1.2 653 7.1 1.1 505 
 (3.2) (1.0) (704) (4.9) (0.9) (564)  
 
TA 8.5 1.5 260  
 (7.3) (1.5) (261.6)  
 
MEPl = MEP latency, MEPa = MEP amplitude, rMT = resting motor threshold 
 
The rMT was the lowest in the youngest age group, increased with age, and then decreased 
again in the oldest age group. When subjects of working age (under 60 years) were studied 
separately, the rMT of both APB and TA correlated with age significantly in biphasic 
stimulation (R=0.32 and R=0.36, p<0.05). 
 
In addition to the percentage of maximum stimulator output, rMT was also 
computationally determined as the EF strength for the biphasic stimulation and APB using 
the navigation software. The depth was chosen on the cortex, at the border of white and 
grey matter (13.7 ± 1.8 mm in the dominant hemisphere and 13.2 ± 2.0 mm in the non-
dominant hemisphere from the scalp). The mean EFcortex was 102 ± 20 V/m and computed 
EFs correlated with the MTs (Spearman’s rho 0.687, p<0.001).  
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The variation in MEP amplitudes was high. The MEP amplitude correlated negatively with 
the rMT in the APB for the biphasic (R= -0.46, p<0.001) and for the monophasic stimulation 
(R= -0.30, p<0.05).  
 
Stepwise regression analysis revealed that MEP latencies were influenced by height 
(R=0.65-0.68, p<0.001, depending on the coil and the muscle) and age but not by gender, 
which led to the following regression equations: 
 
• APB (biphasic): Latency = 1.287 + 0.118 * height + 0.030 * age  
• APB (monophasic): Latency = -0.498 + 0.125 * height + 0.036 * age 
• TA (biphasic): Latency = -8.863 + 0.219 * height + 0.067 * age 
 
Latency is given in milliseconds, height in centimeters and age in years. Stepwise 
regression analysis did not reveal any influence of height, age or gender on amplitudes so 
regression equations on amplitudes are not provided. 
 
5.3 SHORT-INTERVAL INTRACORTICAL INHIBITION AND FACILITATION 
(Study III) 
 
After the conditioning TMS pulse, the test pulse PP-MEP amplitudes behaved as reported 
in earlier studies. The linear mixed model showed that the CS intensity (lower at CS of 80% 
of MT), stimulated hemisphere (lower on left) and recorded muscle (higher on hypothenar) 
exhibited significant (p<0.01) effects on the PP-MEP amplitudes (Figure 14).  
 
 
 
Figure 14. Difference between conditioned and control MEP amplitudes with different ISIs. Error 
bars indicate 95% confidence interval for the difference.  
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No effect was found for MT, gender or age. Interaction effects were not observed. There 
were no inter-hemispheric differences in rMT or control MEP parameters.  
 
SICI and ICF were quite similar in both the optimally targeted APB and in the cortically 
adjacent ADM muscles. SICI was induced at ISI of 3 ms with CS of 80% but not with CS of 
90% of MT. ICF was evident at ISI of 7 ms and maximal at ISI of 13 ms with both CS 
intensities being more pronounced at CS of 90% of MT. ISIs of 7 ms and 13 ms did not differ 
from each other. At ISI of 22 ms, the ICF started to diminish and was significant (p<0.01) 
only in ADM. At ISI of 28 ms, no uniform change in amplitude was observed. 
 
The latencies of the PP-MEPs were shortened (p<0.01) at ISIs of 3 ms and 7 ms compared 
with the control MEP. ISI of 13 ms proved to be a turning point in the behaviour of 
latencies, which were significantly prolonged at 28 ms (p<0.01). CS of 90% had stronger 
impact on latency shortening than CS of 80% (p<0.05). 
 
The MEP size affected both phenomena as SICI was weaker and ICF stronger at small test 
MEPs (<750 µV) than at larger ones.  
 
SICI emerged at CS of 80% of MT in APB or ADM in 91.7% of the subjects in both 
hemispheres. Similarly, at CS of 90% of MT, ICF was observed in 82.0% at ISIs 7 ms and in 
84.3% at 13 ms.  
 
5.4 SILENT PERIOD (Studies IV and II) 
 
In Study IV, voluntary target muscle activity had a negligible role whereas with increasing 
stimulus intensity (SI) the duration of the silent period (SP) increased significantly (p<0.05). 
The correlation between SI and SP duration was linear (R=0.65, p<0.001). The highest SI 
tested (120% of MT) was sufficient to induce SP in all subjects. SP was elicited also at 
subthreshold SIs in most subjects and it looked the same as at suprathreshold SIs with a 
MEP preceding the silence. There was no statistically significant interhemispheric 
difference in SP duration, but a trend towards shorter SP on the dominant hemisphere was 
observed.  
 
The duration of MEPs correlated positively with SI (p<0.05). The amplitude of MEPs 
increased with SI (p<0.05) and muscle force (p<0.01) except at the highest SI, at which the 
amplitude reached its maximum already at 40% of MVC and area at 60% MVC. The MEP 
latency was shortened with increasing muscle force and increasing SI. The duration of MEP 
was not affected by increasing muscle force but increased with increasing SI. However, at 
120% of rMT in the non-dominant hemisphere, the MEP duration shortened with 
increasing muscle force. Both the MEP area and the amplitude correlated with the absolute 
SP duration slightly but significantly (R=0.22, and R=0.21, p<0.05, respectively).  
 
Inter-individual variability in SP duration was high (range 16-123 ms across all SIs and 
muscle contraction levels). Inter-individual variability increased with SI and decreased with 
force, thus justifying the use of high SI and low muscle contraction force. The lowest 
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between-trial coefficient of variation (CV%) was found at 120% of rMT and 60% MVC. 
Exerting and maintaining strong muscle contraction was experienced as difficult by the 
subjects. Clinically, a combination of about 50% MVC and 120% of rMT seems to be most 
useful. 
 
In Study II, the mean SP duration was 85.0 ± 22.7 ms in APB and 93.2 ± 28.4 ms in TA. The 
interhemispheric difference was 18.2 ± 16.5 ms in APB and 24.3 ± 22.0 ms in TA. SP duration 
correlated with the rMT in APB: the higher the rMT, the longer the SP duration (R=0.35, 
p<0.01). 
 
5.5 PRESURGICAL MAPPING (Study V) 
 
The goal of mapping the eloquent motor cortical areas was achieved in all but the two 
youngest patients (aged 2 and 5 years), who did not respond to TMS even at maximal 
stimulator intensity and using facilitation with voluntary contraction. Technically nTMS 
could be performed on all patients (children and adults), and the procedure was well 
tolerated without any adverse effects. None of the patients experienced a seizure during 
nTMS. Patient 1 showed from the beginning abundant interictal epileptiform activity in the 
EEG that was present throughout the session. Patient 4, suffering from daily seizures, 
showed occasional interictal epileptiform EEG activity, mainly in the central areas, 
increasingly towards the end of the session and had a habitual epileptic seizure a few 
minutes after the nTMS session was completed.  
 
The number of stimuli applied during mapping varied from 55 to 156, mean 107±35, the 
total number of stimuli in the nTMS examination being 310±99. The duration of the 
stimulation examination was 81±24 minutes.  
 
The optimal cortical sites for evoking MEPs of the largest amplitude at APB or TA were 
located symmetrically on the presumed classical anatomic site of M1 on the precentral 
gyrus in four patients. In Patient 10, the optimal site was located bilaterally one gyrus 
anteriorly from the precentral gyrus, whereas in patients 5 and 6 it was on the hemisphere 
ipsilateral to the lesion asymmetrically to the unaffected hemisphere. In the group-level 
analysis, the mean rMTs were higher on the hemisphere with epileptogenic alteration (65.3 
± 7.7 vs. 57.6 ± 11.4, p<0.05).  
 
The results of mapping are illustrated in Figure 15 together with a representative MRI scan 
of the lesion. 
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Figure 15. Mapping of the lesional hemispheres in patients with elicitable MEPs. In the MR 
images the brain is viewed from above as during the nTMS, with the left hemisphere to the left. 
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For the surgical decision making, nTMS was considered to reveal clinically essential 
information in three patients (patients 2, 3 and 5). The information was essential when nTMS 
was considered more definitive than other imaging modalities to delineate M1. nTMS 
replaced the need for intra-operative DCS in patient 2. nTMS was also essential in patient 3, 
whose lesion involved S1 but also extended anteriorly to the corticospinal tract deep in the 
white matter. Patient 3 was not operated on because nTMS localization suggested a high 
risk for postoperative motor deficit. In patient 5, nTMS localization and delineation of the 
face and hand motor areas were followed by a safe resection of the lesion. All three lesions 
were located close (3 mm, 6 mm or 11 mm) to the anatomical hand knob. In three patients 
(1, 4 and 6) relevant additional but non-crucial information was achieved. Beneficial 
additional information was gained in the patient 1, enabling safe and total resection of the 
residual cortical dysplasia, in patient 4, whose foot and leg area were localized behind FCD, 
and in patient 6, in whom M1 was localized 2 cm in front of the lesion. In four patients (7, 8, 
9, 10) no clear-cut clinical benefit was gained.  
 
The fMRI localization of the M1 was available in six patients. Based on the visual analysis 
conducted by an experienced neuroradiologist, the fMRI and nTMS locations coincided in 
the healthy hemispheres in all patients. In the lesional hemispheres, the fMRI and nTMS 
coincided in four patients, while in the case of two patients (5 and 10), the fMRI activation 
was located on the precentral gyrus, whereas nTMS showed the optimal site one gyrus 
anterior to that. 
 
Seizure outcome was studied at one-year follow-up by Engel’s classification. The outcome 
was excellent in six of the nine operated patients. The failure in patient 7 (Engel IIIA) was 
due to a widespread cortical dysplastic abnormality. The intra-operative DCS applied in 
patient 8 showed the lesion to be part of the M1 area and it could not be completely 
removed (outcome Engel IIIA). Patient 9, the oldest in the series, with frontal seizures and a 
long medical history, had an Engel IVA outcome with >50% seizure reduction after the 
lesionectomy. However, this possibility was preoperatively discussed with the patient 
when the surgical strategy was chosen. No permanent motor or other neurological deficits 
developed in any of the nine operated patients. 
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6 Discussion 
 
6.1 METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF NAVIGATION (I)  
 
Compared with traditional TMS and other coil-navigating TMS systems, the software used 
in this thesis (eXimia, Nexstim Ltd.) visualizes the site of maximum EF in the cortex. 
Controlling and following the EF during nTMS measurement allows the optimizing of the 
orientation and tilting of the coil. In a large population of healthy subjects (Study II), EF at 
the surface of the cortex was not found to be much less variable than rMT. However, in 
other than motor areas where the coil-to-cortex distance is not uniform due to atrophy, for 
example, the EF is an important tool for “dosing” stimulation. Moreover, it allows the 
investigation and comparison of the excitability between different cortical areas. Another 
way to dose TMS is TMS-EEG, which is rapidly becoming common (Ferrarelli et al., 2008, 
Ilmoniemi and Kicic, 2010).  
 
According to the studies in this thesis, there does not seem to be a single anatomically 
defined unambiguous optimal target site for the cortical representation area of thenar 
musculature. However, usually MEP responses were induced when the TMS was targeted 
between the central and precentral sulci, on the precentral gyrus. These are the areas at 
which the orientation and bending of the dendrites provide an optimal angle for action 
potential induction by the external EF. With nTMS the coil movement is hindered during 
the experiment without using any external fixation device either for the coil or the head. 
Compared with traditional TMS, nTMS kept the stimulus location more spatially discrete. 
rMT did not significantly depend on the discrete stimulation site but MEPs were of shorter 
latency and higher amplitude. Thus, rMT changes as a measure of cortical excitability are 
observed equally well with traditional TMS, but MEP characteristics, which are especially 
important in predicting recovery from stroke, for example (Delvaux et al., 2003, Bütefisch et 
al., 2003, Turton et al., 1996, Hendricks et al., 2003), are better defined with nTMS. 
However, when the stroke patient has severely impaired motor functions, on-off MEP may 
still be the best predictor (Hendricks et al., 2002). The latencies of MEPs may also be 
informative. These applications warrant further studies.  
 
nTMS should be used when accurate stimulus targeting is needed. The considerable 
advantages of traditional non-navigated TMS are its ease of use, low costs and rapidity. 
Targeting the coil with the International 10-20 EEG system in other than motor areas has 
been shown to work reliably on a larger scale but adjacent and possibly functionally 
different areas may be reached in about 10% of the measurements (Herwig et al., 2003). 
Moreover, nTMS has been shown to be superior in locating the dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex in the treatment of depression, and targeting the the TMS accurately may also 
enhance therapeutic effects (Ahdab et al., 2010). However, not all TMS studies require high 
precision, but for studies requiring accurate positioning and individuality the application of 
neuroimaging-based methods should be considered (Herwig et al., 2003).  
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The amin advantage of the navigation is the precise visualization of the targeted anatomical 
structure together with the physiological response. In this thesis this was studied by 
mapping eloquent motor areas preoperatively in epilepsy surgery candidates (Study V). 
Another advantage is the use of the tool through which the coil can be “locked in place” or 
repositioned during the TMS experiment which usually lasts from 30 minutes to two hours. 
It may be especially useful in longitudinal studies, but this was not evaluated in this thesis. 
Previously, the precise repositioning of the coil with the same neuronavigation system as in 
this study has been demonstrated together with reproducible TMS-EEG responses (Lioumis 
et al., 2009). The possibility of going back to any of the stimuli applied during the 
experiment is useful. nTMS may reduce the inter-investigator variability which however is 
an issue not evaluated in this thesis. 
 
Lately, it has become possible to guide TMS with the aid of fMRI either separately or 
simultaneously (Figure 4B). fMRI data, if available, can be fused together with structural 
MRI. The placement of the coil based solely on anatomical image data has been proven to 
be as reliable as that resulting from functional guidance (Sparing et al., 2008, Denslow et al., 
2005). However, the studies did not use EF-guided nTMS and thus the advantages of EF-
navigation still have to be demonstrated in the future.  
 
Significant differences were revealed in the MEPs between navigated and non-navigated 
TMS, whereas the rMTs were similar with both methods, implying that rMT changes are 
dissociable from those in MEP amplitude. The shorter MEP latencies and higher MEP 
amplitudes in nTMS are direct evidence of a more precise stimulation site at a cortical 
location where the stimulation is optimal and cortical neurons are possibly more 
comprehensively recruited. The coil orientation and current direction was optimized, 
which hypothetically takes into account the dominant direction of the neurons’ dendrites. 
Generally, this resulted in the orientation of 45 degrees commonly used with traditional 
TMS, and this orientation is thus supported by nTMS (Bashir et al., unpublished 
observations).  
 
The results in Study I have been supported subsequently since it has been shown that non-
navigated strategies provide significantly lower MEP amplitudes compared with three 
neuronavigation strategies (Sparing et al., 2008). Another study compared the spatial 
accuracy between blind and guided TMS, and the probability of eliciting MEPs was 
significantly increased with guided TMS, with a tendency of larger MEPs, but the variation 
of MEP amplitudes could not be diminished (Gugino et al., 2001). Moreover, the stability of 
focal coil positioning has been found to be improved with neuronavigated compared with 
conventional TMS, which is in accordance with our results (Cincotta et al., 2010). This 
applied to both naïve and experienced users. In another study, and at varience with 
findings in studies in this thesis, no differences in rMT, MEP amplitude or the variability of 
responses were found, but a trend towards higher rMT with non-navigated was observed 
(Jung et al., 2010). In that study too the navigation was coil-position guided rather than EF-
guided, and the navigation system may be of crucial importance. However, coil tilting was 
not controlled in that study, which may be crucial for MEP optimization.  
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Despite the many physiological factors which influence the high intra-and inter-individual 
variation in MEP amplitudes, nTMS was shown to significantly decrease the intra-
individual variation (Study I). As the MEP variability is large even when using nTMS, other 
physiological factors such as drowsiness should be strictly controlled. A practical way to 
solve this problem is watching cartoons or movies during the measurement, which is a 
commonly used method in auditory event-related potential studies to distract the attention 
away from the experimental sounds and to keep the attention stable.  
 
Recently, neuronavigation has been shown to lead to stronger inter-hemispheric 
physiological (MEPs, ICI, ICF measured with methods almost identical to those in Study II) 
and behavioural effects (index finger tapping, simple reaction time and grip strength) when 
using low-frequency TMS (Bashir et al., 2011). Unpublished observations by Bashir and 
collegues report retesting the optimal sites for three intrinsic hand muscles with EF-
navigation after at least one week of the first mapping, and distances were minimal.  
 
Table 12. Key studies with traditional and navigated TMS.  
 
 Conventional TMS  nTMS   
rMT Tranulis et al., 2006  Julkunen et al., 2011 
MEP    Bashir et al., (unpublished observations) 
SP Fuhr et al., 1991, Taylor et al., 1997; - 
 Damron et al., 2008 
PP Kujirai et al, 1993, Chen et al 1998 Ferreri et al., 2011 
Normativity Wassermann 2002  - 
Mapping Levy et al., 1991; Krings et al., 1997 Picht et al., 2010; Forster et al., 2011 
 
When performing the statistics in all the studies of this thesis, the median could have been 
taken instead of the mean as it is a more robust estimator instead of the arithmetic mean. 
Both median and mean are given in Study III. Another limitation in studies I, IV and V is 
the small subject group. 
 
6.2 REFERENCE VALUES (II) 
 
The cortical representation area of the APB was found at the hand knob or in the vicinity, 
and the TA area was close to the longitudinal fissure on M1 following somatotopy 
previously reported with several imaging methods (Beisteiner et al., 2004, Hlustik et al., 
2001, Teitti et al., 2008). The normal variation in the representation areas of APB and TA 
muscles has been evaluated in the population participating in Study II, and the highest 
spatial variation was found in the anteroposterior direction (Niskanen et al., 2010). Despite 
the different spread of current between bi- and monophasic stimulation, the optimal sites of 
the APB do not seem to differ much or systematically (Niskanen et al., 2010). Monophasic 
stimulation is not clinically as useful because it is less efficient than biphasic stimulation, 
which was also observed in Study II since rMT for the leg could not be determined in most 
of the subjects.  
 
Navigation was expected to diminish the variability: a more precise target should result in 
more precise data. The variability of the rMT was high and the variability in the other 
measured variables was quite similar to that reported in previous non-navigated 
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(Wassermann, 2002, Mills and Nithi, 1997, Pitcher et al., 2003) and navigated (Bashir et al., 
2011) large-scale studies. Since the MEP amplitudes varied largely despite EF-navigated 
TMS, MEP amplitude does not seem to be clinically useful. As EF-analysis could not 
diminish the variability of excitability, the variability is probably due to the unstable 
excitability of cortical and spinal motor neurons (Kiers et al., 1993) and internal influences 
such as attention and fatigue (especially in long measurements), rather than anatomic 
differences (varying coil-to-cortex distance) and technical reasons such as electrode contact 
and the placing of electrodes.  
 
Height and age of the subject were known to correlate with peripheral MEP latencies (van 
der Kamp et al., 1996), and a clinically important and commonly applicable regression 
formula for MEP latencies that took into account both age and height was determined for 
future clinical TMS studies. When the effect of height was taken into account, gender had 
no independent effect, which was also found in a non-navigated study in which MEP 
latencies moderately correlated with upper extremity length (R=0.45-0.62) (Livingston et al., 
2010).  
 
No interhemispheric differences were observed in the rMT, in line with previous studies 
(Cicinelli et al., 1997, Civardi et al., 2000, Mills and Nithi, 1997, Cicinelli et al., 2000), 
although some studies have reported hemispheric differences (de Carvalho et al., 1999, 
Koski et al., 2005, Macdonell et al., 1991, Triggs et al., 1994). Neither were there 
interhemispheric differences in MEPs or SPs, which speeds up the TMS examination as 
only one hemisphere needs to be examined when studying healthy subjects. However, as 
the side-to-side differences are usually the most sensitive tools in clinical diagnostics, 
reference values are given in this thesis. 
 
Based on several previous studies, no effects of age or gender were expected on rMT or SP 
(Matsunaga et al., 1998, Mills and Nithi, 1997, Pitcher et al., 2003, Wassermann, 2002, 
Livingston et al., 2010), which was mostly confirmed. However, in subjects of working-age, 
the MT increased linearly with age but then declined in the oldest subjects. This is in 
contrast to findings in a previous report showing higher MT also in older subjects (Oliviero 
et al., 2006). Commonly observed age-associated MRI changes (increased ventricular 
cerebrospinal fluid and white matter hyperintensity) have been found to be associated with 
increased cortical excitability (decreased MT) instead of coil-to-cortex distance (Silbert et al., 
2006).   
 
6.3 INHIBITION-EXCITATION (III AND IV) 
 
In Study III, paired pulses for eliciting both SICI and ICF were performed in a large group 
of subjects. The results were very similar to those in previous non-navigated PP studies, 
which report high variability (Boroojerdi et al., 2000, Cahn et al., 2003, Cicinelli et al., 2000, 
Wassermann, 2002, Maeda et al., 2002, Orth et al., 2003).  
 
The main result was that in addition to the amplitudes, PP-MEP latencies are informative, 
which is encouraging for the clinical use of this method. The changes in the latencies of 
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conditioned MEPs may be due to a change in the composition of the descending 
corticospinal volleys set up by the CS. Although unlikely, a contribution of spinal 
mechanisms cannot be entirely excluded. Navigation could not diminish the variability of 
SICI or ICF. As the phenomena were not observed in all the subjects, the clinical utility of 
paired pulses is still questionable. As no interhemispheric differences were observed, PP 
could be used in characterizing unilateral damage or lateralized motor deficits. Age did not 
have an effect on SICI or ICF, in line with earlier studies (Wassermann, 2002, Oliviero et al., 
2006) even though both decreased (Peinemann et al., 2001) and increased SICI in elderly 
subjects has also been observed (Smith et al., 2009, McGinley et al., 2010). The occurrence of 
SICI and ICF was quite similar in both the optimally targeted APB and cortically adjacent 
ADM. It should be remembered that TMS is not absolutely focal and the effect on 
neighboring areas may be even stronger than on the targeted area. Inter-neuronal effects 
are unpredictable and difficult to standardize. 
 
The size of the test MEP affected SICI and ICF, in line with earlier studies (Daskalakis et al., 
2002, Ferreri et al., 2011b, Wagle-Shukla et al., 2009), which may confound the 
interpretation. However, the effect of the intensity of TS on SICI has been systematically 
examined, and moderately suprathreshold intensities yield greatest measure of SICI (Garry 
and Thomson, 2009). Another commonly used method is test MEP of a certain amplitude, 
usually around 1 mV, but this creates large variability across subjects.  
 
Study III had several limitations in the study design: (1) only five responses were collected 
with each ISI; (2) the order of ISIs was not randomized; and (3) only two CS intensities were 
tested. However, a baseline of traditional SICI and ICF using nTMS was achieved despite 
these limitations, and the issues can be corrected in future work with specific PP studies. 
Paired pulse protocols are abundant, and the proper one should be chosen based on the 
clinical question. For example, some protocols are particularly useful for facilitating MEPs 
in stroke (Schwerin et al., 2011). Additionally, using several (lower) CS  intensities might be 
informative (Klimpe et al., 2009).  
 
Study IV confirmed the earlier results that muscle force does not affect the duration of SP 
(Haug et al., 1992, Inghilleri et al., 1993, Taylor et al., 1997, Wu et al., 2002). The well-known 
and expected positive correlation between SI and SP duration was supported (Ho et al., 
1998, Wilson et al., 1993a). That is probably due to the activation of increased amounts of 
inhibitory inputs to the corticofugal neurons activated voluntarily during the contraction 
(Taylor et al., 1997). However, as only SIs in the middle portion of the curve were tested, 
the sigmoidal shape of the SI curve may describe the truth better (Kimiskidis et al., 2005). 
Interhemispheric differences were not found although there was a non-significant trend of 
shorter relative SP on the dominant hemisphere ,suggesting stronger inhibition on the non-
dominant hemisphere or differences in the amount of corticospinal input to muscle, as has 
also been observed earlier (Haug et al., 1992, Nilsson et al., 1997, Cicinelli et al., 1997, 
Kimiskidis et al., 2005, Priori et al., 1999). However, interhemispheric differences were not 
observed in SP in the large-scale normative study (Study II) of this thesis.  
 
SP duration can be characterized in two ways: (1) by defining absolute SP (MEP excluded), 
as MEP mechanisms (excitatory) differ from those of SPs (inhibitory); and (2) the use of 
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relative SP (MEP included), which is warranted because the error arising from the diffuse 
transformation from MEP to SP is large compared with the less varying onset of MEP and 
MEP duration. MEP offset time determination by visual inspection can be difficult at high 
TMS intensities where the MEP is confounded by additional descending volleys (Di 
Lazzaro et al., 1998). The earlier in the recording the onset is defined, the more biologic 
events are included (e.g. nerve conduction or body height when defined at stimulus onset). 
CV was reduced when the reference point to delimit the SP onset was the earliest in the 
temporal occurrence of events, which would justify using MEP onset as SP onset (Damron 
et al., 2008). Most importantly, the experimental conditions and the definition of SP onset 
and offset should always be stated in detail.  
 
The fact that MEP and SP are interrelated and MEP may be prolonged in certain 
neurological diseases could result in an apparent shortening of absolute SP duration. When 
repeated testing sessions have been studied, high SI (130% aMT corresponding quite well 
with 120% of MT) resulted in the most stable SP duration (Damron et al., 2008).  
 
Another question is raised when defining the SP offset (EMG reappearance). In Study IV, 
any EMG activity was used as an end point. Another commonly used way to determine the 
offset of SP is to automate the definition to a certain level of the post-SP EMG (percentage 
of the baseline EMG level). However, the pre- and post-EMG levels may differ, which 
complicates the definition of SP offset. The time when EMG recovers to 50% of the 
immediate post-SP recovery level has been used and showed the least variability compared 
with other automated methods (Rábago et al., 2009). In Studies II and IV, a non-rectified 
EMG signal was used even though the EMG levels are easier to determine using a rectified 
EMG signal. 
 
As already mentioned, in addition to visual methods, several automated methods have 
been developed to determine SP objectively and to standardize the measurement (King et 
al., 2006, Rábago et al., 2009, Garvey et al., 2001b, Nilsson et al., 1997, Daskalakis et al., 
2003). However, visually defining SP durations has shown less variability than 
mathematical approaches (Damron et al., 2008). The experience of the raters does not seem 
to affect the reliability of the manual calculation of SP (Kimberley et al., 2009). Even though 
a manual calculation technique is time-consuming, it allows errors and variability or 
patterns within a subject or group to be examined, which is why most researchers still 
employ visual methods.  
 
Besides methodological challenges in healthy subjects, individuals with neurological 
disease often have diffuse polyphasic MEP configurations which are difficult to 
characterize. The analysis of SP is further complicated in patients with late excitatory 
potentials or bursts of EMG activity in the middle of a SP (Wilson et al., 1995) or multiple 
SPs that make the definition of SP much more complicated.  
 
A stimulation intensity of 110% or 120% of rMT was sufficient to induce SP in healthy 
volunteers. 120% of rMT is typical in TMS studies but stimulus intensities up to 150% of 
rMT are also commonly used. A limitation of Study IV is that the study group was rather 
small and consisted of young healthy subjects, so the results are not necessarily applicable 
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in patients. At 120% of rMT, cortical inhibitory mechanisms are certainly switched on but 
short periods of muscle activation in between the SP due to high SI are avoided. A muscle 
contraction force around 50% of MVC is recommended because in healthy subjects it is easy 
to obtain and keep up without fatigue, producing an SP with a constant duration and 
making the definition of SP offset easy. However, keeping up muscle contraction can be 
more difficult for patients with upper or lower motoneuron disorders due to paresis. 
Muscle force does not need to be accurately controlled with specific equipment, which 
simplifies the SP measurements especially in patients with myoclonus or in children. Also, 
continuing the stable contraction after the stimulus is important to get a correct value for 
the SP. Automated measurements which would exclude rater bias are being developed to 
run on-line, which enhances the clinical applicability (Rábago et al., 2009). However, it is 
unclear how these modelling techniques will work in clinical patient groups (Rábago et al., 
2009).  
 
In Study II, reference values for SP were obtained in a healthy population. The variation in 
SP was high despite EF-navigation, which limits its clinical usefulness. The SPs were not 
affected by age or gender, in contrast to findings of two studies reporting shorter SPs in 
older subjects (Oliviero et al., 2006, Sale and Semmler, 2005). SP duration correlated with 
the rMT. The stimulus-response curve of SP would allow characterization of the inhibitory 
mechanisms independently of the rMT (Kimiskidis et al., 2005). Their assessment takes 
somewhat more time, but gives a more accurate and comprehensive evaluation of 
inhibition.  
 
Carefulness in the evaluation of SP is important, as the number of patients in TMS studies is 
often small. Uniform definition of SP latencies is important. The inter-rater reliability has 
been shown to be very high especially when MEP onset is taken as SP onset (Damron et al., 
2008, Kimberley et al., 2009). nTMS with its aiming tool may have a clinically important 
advantage in follow-up measurements of SP due to its uniform, accurate and controlled 
way to measure SP in exactly the same position. This was not examined in this thesis and 
further studies are thus warranted to find out whether nTMS will provide any advantage in 
studies of cortical inhibition-excitation.  
 
6.4 MAPPING AND CLINICAL USE (V) 
 
According to current results, the greatest clinical relevance of single pulse nTMS seems to 
be in mapping the eloquent cortex. nTMS could provide a non-invasive option for all the 
commonly used preoperative cortical motor area localization methods. The superiority of 
nTMS in preoperative neurosurgical evaluation compared with other imaging modalities 
has been suggested (Picht et al., 2011b). However, that was a case report with one patient 
and the methods only included nTMS and DCS.  
 
In Study V, motor cortical mapping was successfully performed in adults and older 
children, but no MEPs could be elicited in young children (ages 2 and 5 years). The rMT is 
known to decrease almost linearly with age and reach adult level at about 13 years of age 
due to electrophysiological maturation of the corticospinal motor pathways (Nezu et al., 
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1997). In extraoperative electrical cortical stimulation, higher intensities are needed for 
children, too (Chitoku et al., 2001). 
  
Patients with focal intractable epilepsy tolerated several hundred single pulse nTMS stimuli 
well, and even the area of the dysplasia could be safely stimulated. The interictal 
epileptiform activity observed in two patients was likely a coincidental event rather than 
induced by TMS. On-line EEG monitoring allows the examination to be paused for a while 
if there are changes in the EEG pattern. These patients usually have daily seizures and the 
causality between TMS and seizure is impossible to assess. In an earlier nTMS mapping 
study perfomed with the same software in two epilepsy surgery candidates, no 
epileptogenic activity was observed (Vitikainen et al., 2009). However, in a robot-assisted 
mapping study one of five patients with a brain tumour developed a focal seizure during 
TMS mapping (Kantelhardt et al., 2010).  
 
The Somatotopy was as reported in the litterature. Distinct but overlapping representation 
areas were identified for several muscles. With increasing SI, the representation areas 
enlarged, as reported in earlier studies (Krings et al., 1998). In Study V, only the hemisphere 
with the lesion was mapped, while multiple representation areas were not systematically 
compared between the hemispheres. Enlarged maps have been observed in patients with 
tumors (Krings et al., 1997) or epilepsy (Levy et al., 1991). The suggested mechanism is 
altered neuronal connections, resulting in less inhibitory input and subsequent greater 
excitability of the motor cortex.  
 
Slightly suprathreshold SI has been used since the first TMS mapping studies. In addition, 
in Study V, mapping was performed at rMT in two patients. This can be justified as the 
rMT of the mapped muscles (small intrinsic hand muscles, as well as forearm and biceps) 
may slightly differ, and the rMT of the APB is not always the lowest (Wu et al., 2002, 
Helmich et al., 2005). In Study V, the SI was proportioned to the MT of the APB and muscle 
responses observed in any recorded muscle were visualized in the map. On the other hand, 
mapping at rMT is not recommended because, by definition, only 50% of MEPs are elicited 
and there may remain functionally active areas that are not detected due to insufficient SI. 
The reproducibility of a motor map area in the forearm muscles EDC and FCR has been 
found to be better than that in the intrinsic hand muscles (Malcolm et al., 2006). 
 
In addition to the methodological question of proper SI, the adequate size of the MEP needs 
to be discussed. Usually, MEPs >50 µV are considered as responses, as was the case in the 
studies of this thesis. However, MEPs >20 µV have been evaluated as belonging to the 
representation map (Lotze et al., 2003). Moreover, the order of stimulation is an issue. In 
some studies stimulation is begun at the hotspot and continued outward in a spiral fashion 
until there are no more responses (Bastings et al., 1998, Ferreri et al., 2003). In Study V, 
mapping was started near the optimal site and then continued along the sulci until no 
responses were elicited. Several physicians performed the stimulations with personal 
preferences. It has been found during the years that MEPs are often elicited on the top of 
the gyri and the stimuli on the maps became more spread out.   
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Some patients had bilaterally high rMTs, which may be due to the system effect of high 
dosages of AEDs. Other patients had higher rMT on the affected hemisphere, probably due 
to remote effects of the lesion. MT may fluctuate during the nTMS measurement, as was 
observed in one patient, which may lead to erroneous mapping intensity. If there are 
doubts about altered rMT, it should be reassessed. The patient with fluctuating rMT also 
had very active interictal epileptiform EEG activity during the session. The effect of 
interictal EEG on rMT needs to be noticed, and for this reason on-line EEG monitoring 
during nTMS examination is recommended. 
 
When motor areas are mapped, direct responses with similar latencies may be elicited in 
addition to the M1, also from premotor areas outside the M1 (Teitti et al., 2008). Clear 
responses were observed from areas other than the M1 (premotor cortex and 
somatosensory areas) in the studies of this thesis as well, which certainly complicates the 
interpretation of the results. The clinical significance of premotor areas or subregions of the 
M1 and their connection to subsequent neurological deficits is not yet clear even though the 
degree of deficits has been shown to be consistent with the extent of the SMA resection (Ulu 
et al., 2008). Based on Study V it is impossible to know whether the mapped areas were 
mandatory or facilitatory for the function.  
 
One limitation of Study V is the somewhat subjective and imprecise definition of clinically 
essential information. Moreover, the amount of post-operative deficits or seizure outcome 
with patients was not compared with that before launching nTMS. The methodology had 
already been adopted as a routine clinical tool and thus the study was retrospective. None 
of the patients had any pre- or postoperative motor deficits, which would have been 
informative. Choosing relevant muscles for nTMS mapping is clinically important to avoid 
postoperative defects.  
 
The mappings should be performed on a case-by-case basis, and it is difficult to make a 
straightforward protocol. In Study V, each position was stimulated once which satisfied the 
clinicians. Several stimuli per spot would increase the examination time. In areas of critical 
interest such as the tumour border, the sites eliciting unclear responses or unclear anatomy, 
stimulation should be performed with greater spatial density and more variation of coil 
rotation, to ensure maximal topographic accuracy. Due to EF spreading in the brain, TMS 
might overestimate the M1 in comparison with DCS. False positive sites are undesirable 
because they may discourage more extensive resection or decline surgery, whereas false 
negative sites might eventually lure the neurosurgeon to perform a larger resection, with a 
higher risk of permanent neurologic sequalae. Recently, nTMS has been shown to capable 
of revealing intact areas that do not respond to voluntary control due to the tumour mass 
and/or edema but are not destroyed and thus obtain the potential capacity for motor 
function recovery after tumour resection (Picht et al., 2011b).  
 
The fMRI and nTMS coincided of the M1 agreed in the healthy hemispheres in all patients, 
whereas in the lesional hemispheres the locations were in agreement in four patients. In 
two patients, the nTMS hotspot was located one gyrus anterior to the fMRI activation. The 
reason for this discrepancy may be methodological, as TMS representation sites may be 
systematically located anterior to the fMRI representation sites (Lotze et al., 2003, Terao et 
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al., 1998, Herwig et al., 2002). Simultaneous fMRI/TMS studies are shedding light on this 
issue (Shitara et al., 2011). 
 
Since Study V was carried out, it has become possible to transfer nTMS mapping results to 
third party software such as neuronavigators in the operating theatre. Moreover, the fMRI 
or PET results can be overlayed on MR images for EF-guided nTMS. To get a more 
comprehensive picture of the method and its limitations it is desirable that fMRI is also 
performed whenever possible in future studies, to avoid situations with missing data, as 
was the case in Study V. 
 
nTMS is costly but gives unique information that cannot be gained with any other method. 
Moreover, if a surgery is declined after preoperative nTMS mapping, it is advantageous for 
the patient, as unnecessary invasive examinations can be avoided. nTMS is straightforward, 
rather fast and easy to perform and interpret, and does not require a large team. With the 
development of the technique, after formulating the protocol, and as the persons 
performing stimulation gain experience, mapping has also become faster.  
 
6.5 FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 
 
As the variability of MEPs (especially amplitudes) is large both intra- and interindividually, 
further studies are needed to determine consistent measures of responses, thus minimizing 
the variation in MEP or verifying a combination of parameters to test motor pathway 
function. The optimal inter-trial interval in the second scale to avoid habituation has lately 
been determined to achieve stable MEPs (Julkunen et al., 2011b). More accurate modelling 
of the EF, for example realistic head models with boundary element models, could certainly 
enhance the accuracy of the results, especially outside central regions.  
 
Further comparative studies are needed to investigate whether EF-guided nTMS is superior 
to other neuronavigation TMS methods. Moreover, the additional advantage of combining 
other neuroimaging data (fMRI/PET/DTI data) needs to be further elucidated, especially in 
rTMS applications. EF-guided nTMS seems a very promising method especially in 
improving the effect of rTMS (Langguth et al., 2010). 
 
There are conflicting opinions on whether the optimal site of SP is the same as for MEP 
(Roick et al., 1993, Wilson et al., 1993b) or deviates by a few centimeters (Wassermann et al., 
1993, Lewko et al., 1996). The optimal point eliciting SP of maximal duration or other 
measures of inhibition could be studied with nTMS. Moreover, mapping could be 
performed with SPs when MEPs cannot be elicited. However, in healthy subjects MEPs are 
usually elicited.  
 
TMS has not yet been widely applied in children, mainly due to its limited stimulator 
power. Normative values and mapping the M1 would be useful, as would characterizing 
the motor cortex of both healthy children and children with various neurological or 
neuropsychiatric syndromes. Clinically, there is a clear need for improvement of the 
method and equipment, since children and adolescent patients with refractory epilepsy 
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tend to have better seizure outcome after resective surgery (Kral et al., 2003, Park et al., 
2006) and would thus benefit from motor cortex mapping. The limits of normality for the 
variability of map topography can be achieved with nTMS. In addition to motor areas, 
other (higher) functions such as speech areas are of paramount interest for mapping. This 
study only dealt with motor areas, but EF may be especially important in other than motor 
areas.  
 
nTMS offers an excellent tool for studying cerebral reorganization and plasticity. In patients 
with resection of epileptic focus or tumor, post-operative mapping at several timepoints 
after the resection would yield information about plasticity and the importance of primary 
and adjacent areas. There is also a recent publication on nTMS locating pathological 
excitability in the sensory cortex in a young patient with focal epilepsy (Schmidt et al., 
2010). 
 
In future, nTMS might develop into a standard tool in clinical TMS work. There are two 
fields in which it could be especially useful. One is motor tract diagnostics and ALS, for 
example, in which TMS has lately been shown to be a useful diagnostic investigation tool 
(Vucic et al., 2011). nTMS would allow repeated examinations with similar locations and 
tilting to observe also small changes in the parameters. The other field is stroke, in which 
the mechanisms and implications of cerebral reorganization are being increasingly clarified 
(Bütefisch et al., 2006). TMS can be used to assess the prognosis of the functional outcome, 
to study the mechanisms of recovery and to assess the efficacy of rehabilitative strategies. 
The integrity of the corticospinal tract is critical in evaluating the recovery from stroke and 
TMS helps in assessing this (Stinear et al., 2007). nTMS offers an excellent tool to study 
unexcpected representation areas and their regulation (inhibitory and excitatory activity) 
by paired pulses, for example. This would apply in other conditions such as cerebral palsy. 
These representation areas can then be targeted to prime the motor system for a plastic 
response to neurorehabilitation using rTMS with its numerous possibilities (Talelli and 
Rothwell, 2006) that are beyond scope of this thesis. 
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7 Summary and conclusions 
 
In this thesis, traditional stimulation parameters of TMS including both single and paired 
pulses were studied with nTMS. The properties of nTMS (individual stimulation sites and 
strength can be visualized, stabilized, stored and precisely repeated over time) greatly 
improve the usefulness of this noninvasive neurophysiologic tool. Visual control and 
complete coverage of the interrogated anatomical areas in patients helps in deciding 
whether the loss of responses is real or due to technical error. The same advantage is gained 
as the stimulus site (whether in a healthy brain or in unclear anatomy) is observed 
simultaneously on-line with the response, no matter where the site is. Compared with 
traditional non-navigated mapping, nTMS is a fine-tuned method that enhances the 
accuracy of stimulation. The studies of this thesis have shaped a useful, established 
protocol for mapping motor areas with nTMS. Moreover, locating the stimulation 
according to the underlying anatomy provided stability to the mapping procedure and 
confidence to the persons performing the stimulation.  
 
The navigation was expected to diminish the variability; a more precise target should result 
in more precise data. However, the MEP amplitude variability was high despite the 
standardization of the location, which implies that the causes of variability may be the 
unstable excitability of cortical and spinal motor neurons together with internal influences 
such as attention and fatigue. The large variation in MEP amplitudes suggests that this 
measure is not clinically useful.  
 
The major findings of the studies were as follows: 
 
I  MEP latency and amplitude exhibit significant differences (shorter latency and 
higher amplitude) depending on whether navigation is used, but rMTs are not significantly 
dependent on the discrete stimulation site.  
 
II Reference values for TMS-related parameters with the correction of the MEP-
latency for height (and age) for healthy subjects is provided. These are applicable in clinical 
studies. A general EF measure of excitation threshold (~100 V/m for the hand area at a 
depth of about 13 mm from the scalp) that is independent of the technical specifications 
was defined.  
 
III Measuring PP-MEPs can be optimized and the measurement duration 
shortened according to our values on SICI and ICF parameters. Latency is an important 
factor that should be taken into account in addition to alterations in the amplitude of the 
test stimulus. 
 
IV  SP should be measured using about half of maximum voluntary contraction 
and a stimulus intensity of 120% of rMT to define the duration easily and constantly. 
However, the control of the muscle force used is not of crucial importance. The definitions 
of SP onset and offset should be explicitly stated and justified. 
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V  nTMS proved to be a safe and feasible method in localizing non-invasively and 
precisely the eloquent primary motor areas essential for eliciting motor responses in a small 
series of presurgical patients with intractable focal epilepsy due to lesions in the vicinity of 
the M1. Additionally, it was considered essential or beneficial for clinical decision making 
in six out of ten studied patients.  
 
In conclusion, nTMS has been proven to be a useful tool for both research and clinical use. 
However, EF-guided nTMS did not seem to provide any specific advantage on SP or paired 
pulse measurements. nTMS has the potential to become a useful routine in mapping 
functional motor areas in presurgical evaluation of at least adult patients with refractory 
focal epilepsy. During the time that this thesis work was being carried out it has become 
widely accepted as a routine tool for cortical mapping in planning of surgical intervention 
and other procedures concerning the brain (Picht et al., 2011a, Forster et al., 2011). 
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